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ABSTRACT
Dictyostelium discoideum Protein Kinase C-orthologue pkcA regulates the actin cytoskeleton
through interaction with Phospholipase D and p21-activated kinase
By
Sean Singh
Advisor: Derrick Brazill, PhD

Proper regulation of the actin cytoskeleton is crucial to many cellular processes. Many of
these processes are regulated by extracellular signaling cues, which direct changes in the actin
cytoskeleton, resulting in changes to cellular morphology, and directed motility. The social
amoeba, Dictyostelium discoideum, is used as a simple model system to study the translation of
extracellular signals to the actin cytoskeleton. When starved, these unicellular amoebae undergo
a multicellular developmental process characterized by a tightly regulated sequence of signaling
events. This results in chemotaxis and formation of a multicellular aggregate, and ultimately cell
differentiation and the formation of a fruiting body. pkcA, a putative Protein Kinase Corthologue, has previously been shown to regulate development and fruiting body formation.
Here we show that pkcA is involved in cell density sensing, chemotactic signaling, cell
morphology, and cell-cell cohesion. Additionally, we show through epistasis analysis, that pkcA
regulates these processes through a functional interaction with pldB, a D. discoideum PLDorthologue. Lastly, we provide evidence that pakD, a p21-activated kinase, acts between pkcA
and pldB in the regulation of development. Given that both pldB and pakD have been shown to
regulate the actin cytoskeleton during chemotaxis and development, this provides a mechanism
for pkcA to influence the organization and assembly of the actin cytoskeleton.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

1.1

The actin cytoskeleton and cell motility
The ability of cells to sense and respond to extracellular signaling cues is vital to

multicellular organisms. In embryos, cells orient and organize themselves by sensing secreted
chemical signals and migrating towards or away from the source of these chemical cues.
Similarly, external chemical signals also partially drive differentiation of stem cells into differing
cell types. In mature organisms, responses to extracellular chemical cues are necessary for
immunological responses, cellular growth control, as well as controlling wound healing and
tissue regeneration[1–9]. Misregulation of these signaling responses has been linked to
developmental defects, disrupted immune function, as well as the transition towards metastatic
cancers.
In eukaryotic cells, motility and functionality are intimately tied to the regulation of their
shape, which is in turn reliant on the actin cytoskeleton. From immune cells moving through
tissues in order to hunt bacteria, to secretory cells secreting chemical messengers, to cell
division, these processes and many others rely on the careful regulation of the actin cytoskeleton
in order to function properly[10]. The actin cytoskeleton defines the shape of the cell and the
production of motility structures, as well as regulating functionalities involving signaling,
internal transit of material, and ingestion or secretion of material from the cell[10,11].
In cells, actin exists as an equilibrium between two forms, globular actin, and filamentous
actin, G and F-actin, respectively[12–14]. G-actin is the monomeric form of actin, serving as the
building blocks for the actin cytoskeleton. At any given time, the cell possesses an excess of G-1-

actin monomers, ubiquitously spread through the cytosol. F-actin is the major functional form,
existing as a polymer of G-actin subunits[13]. The various actin structures are comprised of Factin, with their nucleating and crosslinking proteins determining the structure being made[12].
The actin cytoskeleton is a highly dynamic system, constantly polymerizing and depolymerizing
actin, with various signaling cues regulating the rates of F-actin assembly versus
disassembly[15].
G-actin is a ~42 kDa protein which has an intrinsic polarity to it. These sides of the Gactin monomer, the “barbed” and “pointed” ends, are tied to the growth kinetics of an F-actin
fiber[12,14]. Spontaneous nucleation is possible in response to changes in ionic concentration,
with multiple G-actin monomers self-assembling into a nascent filament. Addition of new
monomers can occur at either the barbed- or pointed-ends, however barbed-end addition is
energetically preferred[13,14]. This imbalance in the growth rates at each end of the actin
filaments results in a plus(+) end, and minus(-) end, although it is important to note that
monomer addition can still occur at both ends. As monomers are consumed, the local
concentration of G-actin falls, enough that pointed-end addition ceases, while barbed-end
addition is able to continue. As the local G-actin concentration continues to fall, spontaneous
disassembly from the pointed-end begins to occur. This results in a “steady-state” of F-actin,
where the rate of barbed-end assembly matches that of pointed-end disassembly, resulting in a
consistent average filament length[12–14].
G-actin polymerization and maintenance of F-actin filaments is based on the ATPase
activity of actin monomers[12,15]. Active G-actin monomers are ATP-bound when added onto
the growing filament. Since growth occurs primarily at the barbed-end, there is an enrichment of
ATP-F-actin at the barbed-end of the nascent filament. After addition, the ATP is hydrolyzed by
-2-

the actin itself to ADP-Pi, which mostly populates the filament moving backwards from the
barbed-end of the filament. Towards the pointed-end of the filament, the Pi is released, enriching
the pointed-end of the filament in ADP-F-actin, which are eventually released from the minusend of the filament[12,13]. This results in a process known as treadmilling, where (ATPbound)monomers are added to the plus-end of the filament, then end up in the middle of the
filament as new monomers are added behind them, and are eventually released from the minusend of the filament. Treadmilling is important for actin turnover, particularly at the leading edge
of a cell[16]. It is important to note that the individual monomers do not “move” within the
filament, but that the filament assembles/disassembles ahead or behind it, such that it starts out
as the most recently added subunit, and eventually ends up as oldest subunit on the filament
before disassembly[12,13,16].
The preceding paragraphs describe the behavior of G-/F-actin on their own, however
various protein-protein and signaling interactions can alter the dynamics of actin assembly, as
well as regulate the types of actin-based structures formed and their architectures[10,12,13].
Profilin and cofilin regulate assembly/disassembly of the filament, as well as monomer
concentration, which in turn affects the filament equilibrium[12,13,15,17]. Actin nucleating
proteins, such as formins or the Arp2/3 complex, serve as nucleation sites, directing the
formation of actin filaments to specific locations[12,13,18,19]. The nucleating proteins also
determine the initial architecture of the filament, with formins inducing linear actin fiber
formation, while the Arp2/3 complex induces branching of the actin fibers[10,13]. Capping
proteins bind to the barbed-end of the filament, blocking addition of new monomers, and
promoting filament disassembly from the pointed-end[12,20]. Architectural members such as
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Figure 1 Overview of actin architecture
The actin cytoskeleton defines the shape of a
cell. The cell shape is defined largely by the cell
cortex, comprised of cortical actin (red).
Branched actin (purple) is used to generate
protrusive forces by pushing against the plasma
membrane. Stress fibers (blue) are used to
distribute forces throughout the cytoskeleton.
Focal adhesion complexes (dark blue) are
comprised of a multitude of structural and
signaling proteins which serve to link the cortex
to extracellular adhesion proteins, allowing for
anchorage of the cell and transmission of forces
to the cell body. The uropod, at the rear of the
cell, is necessary for both adhesion, as well as
the generation of motive force.

WASP, and fascin are responsible for functions such as anchoring actin fibers to the plasma
membrane, or actin fiber bundling, respectively[12,13,21].
There are several types of actin structures that cells typically form, based on the type of
cell and the required functionality and the forces the cell will encounter[9,12,22–24]. Branched
(dendritic) actin networks are highly ordered, widespread actin networks that are used to
generate outward, pushing forces against the plasma membrane. Cortical actin networks are
disordered, and used to distribute forces throughout the cell. The cell’s shape is defined by the
cortex, a layer of cortical actin just below the plasma membrane. Actin bundles can either be
used to produce protrusive forces (filopodia), or distribution of forces across the cell (stress
fibers). Finally, adhesion sites are transmembrane structures which connect the actin
cytoskeleton (cortex/stress fibers) to adhesion proteins present on the exterior of the cell
membrane. Adhesion sites serve as both structural features, as well as signaling nodes, serving as
scaffolds for many signaling proteins to converge on, putting them in close proximity to one
another (Fig. 1).

-4-

Figure 2 Actin-based motility structures and
mechanisms of motility Cells typically form four
primary actin-based motility structures, which dictate
how a cell moves. Filopodia are long, thin membrane
projections consisting of tightly bundled actin fibers
(red). Filopodia can serve as “initiators” of any of the
other motility structures. Pseudopods are large
membrane protrusions, stabilized by branched chains
of actin (purple). Contractile forces from the rear and
cell periphery force the cell body forward.
Lamellipodia are massive, sheet-like projections
constructed from branched actin (purple). Actin
treadmilling continually pushes the membrane
forward. Blebs are membrane protrusions caused by
the detachment of the membrane from the cortex. Due
to increased internal hydrostatic pressure, the
membrane pushes away from the cell, and its new
position is stabilized by de novo actin polymerization
(dashed red line), reforming the cortex.

The different types of actin structures formed are dependent on the differing structural
regulators and accessory proteins associated with the actin network[12,13,18,25,26]. When
discussing motility, there are four major actin-based motility structures, which are formed from
combinations of the major structural elements: blebs, filopodia, pseudopodia, and lamellipodia
(Fig. 2). Each of these structures are distinct, and formed through different mechanisms and
different conditions, but they are also able to convert between each other, illustrating how
dynamic the system is[13,16,22,25,27–31].
Filopodia are thin membrane projections, stabilized by tightly bundled actin fibers. They
are produced by actin treadmilling, pushing outwards against the plasma membrane. Filopodia
are used for a number of sensory functions, such as mechanosensing, chemosensing, or
directional sensing. Additionally, filopodia can serve as anchors, helping to produce new
adhesion sites for a moving cell, providing traction. Finally, filopodia can “evolve” into a
pseudopodium, serve as anchors for a lamellipodium, or nucleate bleb formation, allowing them
to serve as initiators of movement[25,30,32].
-5-

Pseudopodia are large membrane protrusions, produced by branched-chain actin pushing
the membrane forward from behind. Pseudopods are the basis for amoeboid movement, in which
cells extend a pseudopod forward, anchor it to the substrate by the production of new adhesion
sites, followed by translocation of the rest of the cell body forward before detaching the rear of
the cell. The motive force is generated primarily through myosin contraction at the periphery and
rear of the cell, squeezing the cellular contents forward. This mechanism of motility is used
heavily by amoeboid cells, such as many protozoans, as well as neutrophils and other types of
immune cells in humans. Pseudopods are also utilized during phagocytosis, in which a cell
extends pseudopods to engulf a particle, then takes them into itself[12,16,31,33,34].
Lamellipodia are the final large-scale actin-based motility structure. Lamellipodia are
large, sheet-like projections which take up almost the entire leading edge of the cell. They are
also produced by branched actin networks pushing at the edge of the cell, but they are dissimilar
to pseudopodia. Whereas pseduopodia produce a large membrane projection, lamellipodia are a
thin, wide sheet of actively treadmilling actin, which slowly push the membrane forward over a
wide area. Lamellipodia can also serve in amoeboid motility, with the wide surface area of the
lamellipod serving as the anchorage point(s) of the cell, before cell body translocation.
Lamellipodial movement is used heavily in many migratory cells in humans, particularly
fibroblasts and epithelial cells[13,16,22,28,35].
Blebs are the result of the plasma membrane detaching from the actin cortex, followed by
the cytosol flowing outwards and forcing the plasma membrane to balloon out, and finally
stabilized by the reformation of the cortex behind the plasma membrane’s new position. They are
distinct from the other motility structures in that actin is used to stabilize the bleb after it has
formed, as opposed to being the structural and mechanical basis, like the other structures. Blebs
-6-

are used under situations where a cell is moving through an area of high resistance, causing
increased intracellular pressure. This increased pressure is thought to help produce the force
necessary for the cytosolic flow into the nascent bleb after membrane detachment[27,28,36,37].

1.2

Cytoskeletal regulation
Cell motility is highly dependent on a large number of signaling events[31]. Chemotaxis

is a special type of cell motility, where a cell that has been exposed to a chemoattractant gradient
then migrates towards the source of the chemoattractant[34]. Within animals, proper chemotaxis
is necessary for a host of vital processes, such as embryonic development, cellular
differentiation, wound healing, and tissue formation, as well as immune function[34]. When
discussing chemotaxis, these events are typically separated into three stages: chemoattractant
sensing, signal transduction, and actin reorganization[38]. Chemoattractant sensing is
accomplished through cell surface receptors which recognize the chemoattractant as a ligand[39].
Many of these cell surface receptors are commonly found associated with G-proteins
(GPCRs)[40]. This is followed by transduction of the signal across the cell membrane, which in
the case of GPCRs is accomplished by the association with the G-proteins. After transmission
through the membrane, the signal is carried and amplified through a number of signaling steps,
finally resulting in reordering of the actin cytoskeleton[38].
While the specifics vary depending on the particular signaling pathway, much of the actin
regulating machinery is standardized regardless of the initiating signal, whether mediated
through either GPCRs, Receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs), or directly through cell surface
proteins (Fig. 3)[34,41–43]. Here we focus primarily on effects mediated through GPCRs. The
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Figure 3 Overview of GPCR-induced actin
dynamics Activation of GPCRs (or other cell surface
receptors) result in the downstream activation of Rho
GEFs, which in turn result in the activation of various
Rho-family GTPases. The differential activation of
Rho-GTPases cause alterations in actin localization,
polymerization, as well as actomyosin contraction, the
combination of which result in shifts in the cell’s
shape, morphology, and/or motility.
Modified from “What are Rho GTPases?”
MBInfo © 2018 National University of Singapore.

activation of a GPCR typically results in the separation of the Gα- and Gβγ-subunits of the Gprotein[40,44]. The activation of the Gβγ-subunit results in the activation of Rho-GTPases such
as Ras, Rac, and Cdc42, as well as their associated guanine exchange factors (GEFs), and
GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs). These combinations result in a cycling between the GTPand GDP-bound (active/inactive) forms of the GTPases, which in turn activates or inactivates
other downstream signaling members[24,45]. The end result is the activation of actin nucleators,
such as formins (in the case of filopodia), or the Arp2/3 complex (pseudopodia/lamellipodia), as
well as anchoring proteins, capping proteins, and assembly promotors. This results in actin
polymerization in the direction of the chemoattractant signal, setting the direction of future
motility[12,13,15,18].
In addition to GTPase-based signaling events, many of the signaling events involved in
cell motility are mediated through phospholipid signaling. Many key signaling steps are carried
-8-

out by members of the phosphatidylinositol-family of phospholipids, as well as the enzymes
involved in their interconversion[17,46,47]. Several critical enzymes involved are the PLC-PKCPLD triad. Phospholipase C (PLC) acts to split phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PI(4,5)P2)
into diacylglycerol (DAG), and inositol-1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3)[17,48,49]. DAG goes on to
activate several Protein Kinase C (PKC) isoforms. Additionally, IP3 induces Ca2+-release from
intracellular calcium stores, which can then further activate different PKC isoforms[50,51]. One
of the most well-characterized signaling interactions of PKC is with Phospholipase D (PLD)[51–
55]. PLD cleaves phosphatidylcholine, producing free choline and phosphatidic acid (PA), which
serves as an important secondary messenger in signaling[46,56–59]. This sequence of signaling
events is crucial to actin regulation, cell adhesion, and cell motility[46,50,60–63].

-9-

Figure 4 Schematic of PKC-isoform domain architecture Protein Kinase C-isoforms are comprised of an Nterminal regulatory domain, and a C-terminal catalytic domain, separated by a hinge region. The regulatory domain
contains the pseudosubstrate (red), a C1-domain (blue), and a C2-domain (green). The catalytic kinase-domain
contains the ATP-binding domain (purple), as well as the substrate-binding domain (yellow), which together
comprise the functional Ser/Thr-kinase. PKC-isoforms are grouped into families based on their domain architecture.
Modified from I. Michalczyk, A.F. Sikorski, L. Kotula, R.P. Junghans, P.M. Dubielecka, The emerging role of
protein kinase C in cytoskeletal signaling, J. Leukoc. Biol. 93 (2013) 319–327.

1.3

Protein Kinase C (PKC)
Activated PKC is at the crux of numerous intracellular signaling pathways, including

actin regulation and cell motility[51,64,65]. PKCs are a large family of serine/threonine-kinases,
containing 10 members, divided amongst three subfamilies along structural lines. The basic
structure of a PKC-family member is in two parts, an N-terminal regulatory domain, and the Cterminal catalytic domain (Fig. 4). The regulatory domain contains three major components: a
pseudosubstrate domain, followed by conserved C1- and C2-domains. The catalytic domain
contains an ATP-binding site, and the kinase domain. The regulatory and catalytic domains are
separated by a hinge region, which allows the enzyme to fold on itself. In the inactive state, the
kinase-domain is occupied by the pseudosubstrate, blocking the substrate-binding site[52,65,66].
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Among the different PKC isoforms, the kinase domain is highly conserved[67]. The
major differences in PKC subfamilies are in the organization of their regulatory regions, and the
lipid cofactors to which they are responsive (Fig. 4). In the classical PKC isoforms (cPKC: α,
βI/βII, γ), the C1-domain precedes the C2-domain, and these isoforms are responsive to
DAG/phorbol esters (PE) through the C1-domain, while the C2-domain regulates interactions
with anionic phospholipids through coordination with Ca2+ ions. Novel PKC isoforms (nPKC: δ,
θ, ε, η) are defined by two major structural characteristics. The first is that the C1- and C2domains are inverted, with respect to the cPKCs. The second is that the nPKC C2-domain lacks
responsiveness to Ca2+ ions, which changes the types of phospholipids it is capable of binding.
Finally, the atypical PKC isoforms (aPKC: ζ, ι/λ) have a highly modified C1-domain, which
cannot bind DAG/phorbol esters, but can bind PIP3/ceramide, and lack a C2-domain altogether.
In its place, there is a PB1-domain, which mediates protein-protein interactions with other PB1domain-containing proteins[65–67].
Different PKCs have been shown to interact with the cytoskeletal machinery on multiple
levels[65,68]. Some PKCs are capable of interacting directly with actin, but there is great
variability in the ways which different PKC isoforms behave in vivo. Two of the nPKC isoforms,
PKCδ and PKCε, have been shown to directly bind actin through their C2- and C1-interdomain
regions, respectively[69,70]. The cPKC isoform PKCβII is able to bind actin directly through a
βII-specific subdomain[69,71]. Outside of direct interaction with actin, different PKCs have been
shown to interact with various actin-binding proteins and cytoskeletal regulators. PKCα has been
shown to interact with fascin, an actin-bundling protein, through activated Rac[72]. In some
fibroblasts, both PKCβI and PKCβII have been shown to localize to membrane ruffles, but
independently of one another, with PKCβII directly binding the actin cytoskeleton, while PKCβI
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localizes through other means[68]. Some known interacting partners and substrates of various
PKC isoforms are VASP, talin, and filamin, all of which are well-known actin-regulators[22,73].
PKCα has been associated with adhesion and cell spreading in some cell types[64,68,74,75].
PKCα, along with PKCε, and PKCδ, are important for the formation and disassembly of focal
adhesions, and through the interaction of PKCα with vinculin, connecting focal adhesions to the
cytoskeleton[19,73,74]. In some neuronal cell types, PKC has been shown to regulate peripheral
actin density, by decreasing Arp2/3 complex association with the membrane[19]. These activities
of the various PKC isoforms show that PKCs are an important class of regulators of cytoskeletal
morphology and cellular behavior.

1.4

Phospholipase D (PLD)
PKC has been associated with numerous signaling interactions within cells, however few

are better characterized than the interaction between PKC and PLD[52–54,69]. Phospholipase Ds
are a class of phospholipase whose major activity is the cleavage of phosphatidylcholine to
produce free choline, and phosphatidic acid[76]. Phosphatidic acid produced by PLD is used as
an important secondary signaling molecule in a number of cellular processes, cytoskeletal
regulation and motility included[46,77]. There are several PLD isoforms present in mammalian
cells, PLD1-6. The most well-studied however, are PLD1 and PLD2. The two isoforms are
similar in structure, with the exception that PLD2 additionally possesses GEF-activity regulating
Rac2 and Rho, two previously mentioned Rho-GTPases which are known to regulate the actin
cytoskeleton[56,57,63,77].
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Different PKCs are known to interact with both PLD1 and PLD2 to regulate their
activity, and to regulate the cytoskeleton through these interactions. PKCα has long been known
to regulate the activity of both PLD1 and PLD2, through both direct binding interactions as well
as phosphorylation. PKCδ has been shown to directly bind PLD2, regulating PLD localization
and cell spreading. PKCγ has also been shown to associate with PLD2, regulating its activity[52–
54,78]. Interestingly, this interaction works both ways. While PKC is known to regulate PLD,
PLD can also regulate the activity of PKC, both directly and indirectly. PKCs are responsive to
PA produced by PLD, allowing for direct regulation of PKC by PLD. PA can regulate the
production of PI(4,5)P2, which is the precursor to PLC-derived DAG[50,51,75]. Additionally,
PA can be converted directly to diacylglycerol through the activity of PA phosphatase (PAP)family enzymes[79]. This allows for indirect regulation of PKC activity by PLD[51].
PLD is also known to regulate the actin cytoskeleton on its own, through both direct and
indirect means. Both PLD1 and PLD2 have been shown to directly bind actin[46,61,62]. As
mentioned before, PLD2 possesses GEF-activity towards Rac2 and Rho, switching them to the
active, GTP-bound states, thus promoting actin polymerization[57,58]. Additionally, membranebound PLD can serve as an actin nucleation site indirectly through Grb2, which itself interacts
with WASP and the Arp2/3 complex[57,80]. PLD also regulates the actin cytoskeleton through
phosphatidic acid production[20,46,61,81]. PA is known to regulate small GTPases, such as
Rac1, which in turn regulate Arp2/3, and other actin assembly proteins[61,81]. PA has also been
shown to regulate the activity of Capping Protein, another regulator of actin dynamics[20]. These
activities illustrate that PLD is a crucial regulator of the actin cytoskeleton, both on its own, and
through its interactions with PKC.
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1.5

p21-activated kinase (PAK)
Another important family of cytoskeletal regulators are the p21-activated kinases

(PAKs). PAKs are a family of serine/threonine kinases, with a similar structural architecture to
that of the PKC family[82–84]. They also have an N-terminal regulatory region, and a Cterminal catalytic kinase domain, which is structurally similar to the kinase domain in PKC.
There are two groups of PAK enzymes, Group A (PAK1-3), and Group B (PAK4-6). Here we
will only be focusing on the Group A PAKs. The N-terminal regulatory region of the Group A
PAKs contains an autoinhibitory domain, which overlaps their PBD (p21-binding domain)
regulatory domain (Fig. 5)[82,83]. Unlike PKC, which folds over on itself as an autoinhibitory
mechanism, the inactive state of PAK is as a homodimer. Two PAK molecules line up
antiparallel to each other, their autoinhibitory domains blocking the active site of the other. This
dimer dissociates easily when PAK is bound to Cdc42/Rac, allowing for rapid activation of
function[85]. The PBD regulates the interaction between PAK and the small GTPases Cdc42 and

Figure 5 Schematic of PAK1 architecture p21-activated kinases (PAKs) are comprised of an N-terminal
regulatory domain, and a C-terminal catalytic domain. The regulatory domain contains the autoinhibitory domain
(AID, orange), which is overlapped by the p21-binding domain (PBD, blue). The regulatory domain also contains a
Pak Interacting Exchange Factor (PIX)-binding domain. The catalytic domain contains the Ser/Thr-kinase.
Modified from H. He, N. Huynh, P21-Activated Kinase Family: Promising New Drug Targets, Res. Reports
Biochem. 5 (2015) 119.
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Rac[82]. PAKs are well characterized as Cdc42/Rac effector proteins[82,84,86]. In addition to
the PBD, there is a secondary regulatory domain which interacts with PIX (Pak Interacting
Exchange Factor), a RacGEF[85,87]. Finally, PAKs are known to be regulated by a number of
different phospholipids, primarily sphingosine and other sphingolipids[85,86,88,89].
PAKs are major cytoskeletal regulators, as downstream effectors of both Cdc42 and
Rac[82,84,89]. Their overall regulatory activity is a result of both their kinase activity, as well as
kinase-independent effects. When stimulated by certain extracellular growth cues, PAK1 has
been shown to localize to the leading edge and cell periphery of cells, specifically to the cortical
actin structures[87,90]. PAK1 has also been shown to regulate the activity of LIM kinase, a
regulator of cofilin and other actin architectural regulators[90]. Additionally, PAK1 can bind to
and phosphorylate filamin, as well as the Arp2/3 complex, regulating actin interaction with the
membrane and actin nucleation[83,91]. PAK1-2 have been shown to regulate myosin activity,
making them components of cell motility beyond actin regulation[91,92]. Finally, PAKs are also
thought to serve as scaffold proteins, bringing other signaling components together through
protein-protein interactions[83,88].
The relationship between the various PKC isoforms and PAK with regards to cytoskeletal
regulation is a complicated one, which is not very well characterized. In some instances, a PKC
has been demonstrated to be necessary for PAK activation, such as cPKCα regulating PAK1
activation through Rac[45,49,93]. In others, PAK has been shown to act upstream of a PKC,
such as PAK1 regulating the interaction of fascin with cPKCγ[72]. Their interactions too, are
highly convoluted. aPKCζ has been shown to bind directly to PAK1, while other interactions are
indirect through various intermediaries[72,92,94,95]. The degree of cross-talk, and number of
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isoforms of each protein involved, underscore the complexity of mammalian signaling
interactions.
Figure 6 Life cycle of Dictyostelium
discoideum Vegetative amoeba live as
unicellular soil microbivores (inset).
When food supplies have been depleted,
cells undergo multicellular development
over the course of 24-hours (dashed line).
Starving cells aggregate (A), self-organize
within the aggregate (B), and differentiate
into distinct cell types (C). The result is a
fruiting body, comprised of a dead stalk
supporting a mass of spores. Spores are
dispersed, and will germinate into new
vegetative amobae when conditions are
amenable.
© M.J. Grimson & R.L. Blanton.
Biological Sciences Electron Microscopy
Laboratory, Texas Tech University.

1.6

Dictyostelium discoideum: life cycle and development
The pervasive presence of chemotactic systems within multicellular organisms

underscores the importance of understanding these pathways[4,34]. Studying these systems in
animals, however, is made difficult by the complexity and multitude of the signaling pathways
involved. The preceding discussion of the interactions between the PKC and PAK families of
kinases illustrates the convolution of these signaling networks. Our lab utilizes the social amoeba
Dictyostelium discoideum as a model organism to study chemotaxis and cell motility in a
simplified eukaryotic system[42,96].
Dictyostelium discoideum exhibit a biphasic life-cycle, existing as a unicellular soil
microbivore during vegetative growth, and transitioning to a multicellular fruiting body structure
under starvation conditions (Fig. 6)[97]. The development process begins as cells within a
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population begin to starve, sensed by the cells as nitrogen depletion[97]. Starving cells release
pulses of cAMP into the environment, creating a localized cAMP gradient[21]. Other starving
cells nearby sense this gradient and respond to it by rapidly reorganizing their actin cytoskeleton,
polarizing along the axis of the gradient, and migrating towards the cAMP source. Polarized,
chemotaxing cells will release a pulse of cAMP from their posterior ends, thus propagating the
signal to other cells in the area[21,23]. As aggregation proceeds, migrating cells will begin to
coalesce into streams of cells feeding into a single aggregate. Within the aggregate, differentiated
cells will self-organize into a fruiting body structure, which is comprised of a mass of living
spore cells supported by a stalk made of dead cells[98].
Dictyostelium has extremely tight control over starvation sensing and the initiation of
development, in order to ensure that viable fruiting bodies are produced. During vegetative
growth, cells secrete an 87 kDa protein, prestarvation factor (PSF). PSF serves to monitor the
ratio of the food source (bacteria) to the number of growing Dictyostelium cells, as PSF is
continually secreted by growing cells but its activity is repressed by bacterial presence. When the
number of bacteria falls in relation to the number of Dictyostelium cells, PSF production will be
downregulated, with a concurrent upregulation of early developmental genes[99–103].
Downstream consequences of PSF signaling includes activation of Protein Kinase A (PKA),
which in turn eventually leads to both the cell surface accumulation of the cAMP receptor
CAR1, and the activation of the aggregation-stage adenylyl cyclase ACA. cAMP production by
ACA can auto-stimulate cAMP receptors present on the cell surface, which in turn leads to
greater ACA activity, creating a positive feedback loop[104–108]. There are four different
cAMP receptors in Dictyostelium, but the one associated with early development is
CAR1[109,110]. CAR1 is a GPCR that is initially expressed on the cell surface as a result of
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PSF signaling sensing the relative drop in bacteria at the onset of starvation[102,109]. Binding of
cAMP to CAR1 induces the dissociation of the Gα2 subunit from that of the Gβγ, stimulating
both adenylyl and guanylyl cyclases, both of which are necessary for chemotactic and
cytoskeletal responses[111,112].
It is not enough for cells to simply be starving to initiate development. There must be a
sufficient number of starved cells to allow for viable fruiting body production[113]. Cells will
not respond to cAMP unless the local density of starved cells is high. To that end, there is a
second density-sensing mechanism present in Dictyostelium, which is responsible for sensing the
number of starving cells in the population and coordinating entry into development[101].
Starving cells sense the local cell density via the concentration of a secreted protein that they
produce, Conditioned Media Factor (CMF)[114]. CMF is an 80 kDa protein, which is
accumulated within vegetative cells and secreted when the cells begin to starve[115]. When only
a few cells are starving, the CMF concentration is low and downstream developmental processes
are blocked (Fig. 7A). As more cells within the population starve, the localized CMF
concentration rises until it passes a critical threshold, which “unlocks” the downstream portion of
the developmental pathway. The minimal activity of CMF is detected at 0.3 ng mL-1 in the local
environment, peaking between 1.0-1.6 ng mL-1, with diminishing CMF activity beyond this
concentration[115]. Below 0.3 ng mL-1, the cells will not respond to CMF, and consequently are
unresponsive to cAMP as well.
At concentrations above this value, downstream pathways are unlocked and development
can proceed (Fig. 7B). CMF accumulation will only occur at high cell densities (>~5 × 104 cells
cm-2). This is due to the combination of a very low secretion rate of CMF molecules by starving
cells, 12 molecules cell-1 min-1, and a low KD of 2.1 nM[113,115,116]. Isolated cells or low
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Figure 7 Cell density-dependent regulation of cAMP signaling (A) At low cell densities, secreted CMF does not
accumulate, staying at a low level. Due to the activity of PldB, cells are unable to respond to extracellular cAMP,
blocking changes in cell morphology and motility responses. (B) At high cell densities, secreted CMF accumulates
in the environment. When the concentration of CMF passes a critical threshold, CMF association with its receptor
results in changes in both gene expression, as well as downregulation of PldB activity. The downregulation of PldB
allows for changes in cellular morphology, and allows for chemotaxis towards cAMP to proceed.
Modified from R.H. Gomer, W. Jang, D. Brazill, Cell density sensing and size determination, Dev. Growth Differ.
53 (2011) 482–494.

densities of starving cells are unable to secrete enough CMF to stimulate a response, it takes
many starving cells in close proximity to allow for enough additive secretion of CMF to produce
an effect. Additionally, since cells begin starvation at different times, this mechanism allows for
the coordination of developmental timing within the population[109,113].
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Once this critical threshold is reached, the activation of cAMP signaling leads to the rapid
establishment of a positive feedback loop through the ACA  CAR1 activation sequence
[107,117]. In this way, the cAMP system can rapidly go from an inactive state to an active state.
After passing the critical CMF threshold, cells will then be responsive to the presence of
extracellular cAMP, and will coalesce into aggregates and proceed through
development[98,114]. The result of this is that while cells have a constant, dose-dependent
response to CMF above the critical threshold, actual developmental competency is a binary state.
The cells will be unable to develop until CMF levels are high enough and cAMP is present. At
that point, the cells can rapidly switch on their developmental programs. This is due to the way
in which CMF and cAMP levels are concomitantly sensed.
CMF is sensed by at least one, possibly two receptors (Fig. 7B). CMFR1 is known to
regulate expression of early development associated genes through G-protein independent
means[117,118]. CMFR2 is a hypothesized G-protein coupled receptor for CMF, which mediates
cAMP signal transduction through Gα1βγ. Binding of CMF to this receptor stimulates the
dissociation of Gα1βγ into Gα1 and Gβγ, with the Gβγ subunit activating phospholipase C
(PLC), inducing hydrolysis of PIP2 and producing IP3 and diacylglycerol (DAG). The activation
of PLC results in the downstream release of cAMP signaling, thus allowing the cells to be
responsive to the presence of cAMP[111,119,120]. In addition to regulating the intracellular
response to cAMP through PLC, CMF also regulates the affinity of CAR1 for cAMP. CAR1
exhibits two major kinetic forms with differing sensitivity levels towards cAMP. There is a lowaffinity/fast-dissociating form with a KD = 230 nM, and a high-affinity/slow dissociating form
with KD = 25 nM[109,110]. While CMF does not regulate the physical binding of cAMP to
CAR1, CMF does regulate the conversion between the high affinity and low affinity forms of
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CAR1. The mechanism of this regulation is unknown, but thought to be through G-proteinmediated means. Finally, the presence and binding of both CMF and cAMP will induce the
sequestration and downregulation of their receptors[109]. The combination of the previously
described ACA  CAR1 positive feedback loop with the observed changes in CAR1
affinity/binding along with receptor sequestration lead to a very potent but acute response by
starving cells to cAMP. This response is incapable of occurring in the absence of CMF[111].
Once sufficient cell density has been achieved, starving cells aggregate using secreted
cAMP as the chemoattractant. The secreted cAMP forms a gradient as it diffuses away from the
source cell(s)[113,121,122]. Other cells sense this gradient and polarize along the gradient axis,
generating anterior and posterior ends within the cell. These cells will then release a pulse of
cAMP from their posterior ends, after which they begin migrating towards the initial source.
Cells that are further out can then sense this secondary wave of cAMP, and will respond in the
same manner[96]. This mechanism allows for widespread propagation of the signal, attracting
starving cells from a wide area. As migrating cells begin to encounter one another, they adhere to
one another through cell surface adhesion proteins, and link up head-to-tail, moving as groups of
cells called streams[114,123]. These groups continue to secrete cAMP, attracting lone cells and
stragglers towards them. As these streams begin to coalesce, their cAMP secretion begins to add
together, creating an aggregative center which becomes the strongest local source of cAMP,
attracting both streams and isolated cells within the zone of cAMP diffusion. As these streams of
cells begin to come together and adhere to each other, the collective is referred to as a loose
aggregate (Fig. 6)[23,114,123,124].
Once the cells have formed a loose aggregate, the next stage in development is the
formation of the tight aggregate, or mound[125]. The cells in the loose aggregate begin to swirl
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around each other, tightening up the aggregate and piling up onto each other. At this point, a
subpopulation of cells begin to express predifferentiation factors indicative of prestalk cells,
including several extracellular matrix proteins. These cells migrate within the mound to the top,
forming a visible tip on the surface. This process is highly dependent on the cohesive capabilities
of the cells to stick to one another, due to both contact-mediated signaling as well as the cells
physically crawling over each other to organize within the mound. At this stage, the multicellular
aggregate is referred to as the tipped mound[123,125–128].
Cell differentiation during development is dependent on several different processes
coming together to provide the signals necessary to direct the amoebae to differentiate into the
correct cell types, in the correct proportions. During the formation of the tipped mound, the
prestalk cells continue to secrete cAMP, serving as an organizing center for the cells within the
mound[123,129]. Prestalk cells continue to chemotax towards cAMP through the mound towards
the nascent tip, excluding the other (prespore) population. This self-organization within the
tipped mound begins to set the cell fates of all the cells that will comprise the fruiting
body[130,131]. If the tipped mound goes on to form a slug prior to culmination, this architecture
is maintained, with the prestalk population comprising the anterior end of the slug, and the
prespore population in the posterior half[108,132,133]. In either case, eventually the aggregate
undergoes culmination, where the prestalk/prespore populations undergo full differentiation to
form the final stalk/spore populations comprising the mature fruiting body. The stalk cells go on
to reinforce themselves with cellulose, while migrating and forming the stalk structure before
ultimately dying. At the same time, the spore cells migrate up the stalk, forming a spore mass at
the top[98,125,128].
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1.7

Dictyostelium discoideum: PKC, PLD, and PAK
The cAMP and CMF response pathways are linked to one another through PldB, a

Dictyostelium discoideum orthologue of Phospholipase D1 (PLD1) (Fig. 7B)[114,120]. PldB
exhibits PLD-activity, hydrolyzing phosphatidylcholine and producing phosphatidic acid (PA)
and choline. PldB acts as a negative regulator of aggregation and development. This is thought to
be the result of increased PA production leading to an increase in Gα2 GTPase activity, leading
to reassociation of Gα2 with Gβγ, essentially recapitulating the “off”-state of the cAMP-CAR1
interaction[120,134]. It is thought that upon activation of the CMF pathway, PldB activity is
repressed through the action of PLC, although no direct link between the two proteins has been
shown. Downregulation of PldB activity would then allow for cAMP signaling to progress, and
the associated cytoskeletal consequences, such as formation of filopodia and cell
polarization[120]. Additionally, there is evidence suggesting that PldB has a role in aggregation
and development that is independent of CMF signaling[134].
The combination of both PLC and PLD orthologues, along with the production of the
secondary signaling molecules PA, IP3 and DAG are reminiscent of the mammalian Protein
Kinase C (PKC) pathway[51,135]. This suggests that one of the intermediate proteins acting
between PLC and PldB could be a PKC-like protein. PKC isozymes are known to play roles in
nutrient sensing, growth regulation, cell motility and cytoskeletal regulation, and
differentiation[21,51,64,65]. All of these processes are important to the developmental process of
Dictyostelium as well.
There has long been evidence of the presence of a PKC-like activity in Dictyostelium
discoideum during development. DAG has been shown to play a role in chemotaxis, and PKC
inhibitor drugs are able to disrupt aggregation and development. Additionally, crude
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Dictyostelium cell lysates are capable of phosphorylating peptides based on consensus PKCsubstrate sequences[136–138]. However, there had not been a canonical PKC-class protein
isolated, or identified in the Dictyostelium genome[139], until the recently identified
Dictyostelium discoideum putative Protein Kinase C orthologue PkcA (gene ID:
DDB_G0288147). PkcA is a 1347 amino acid protein containing both a conserved C1-domain
and putative conserved PKC-kinase domain, both of which are characteristic features of a PKCtype protein, specifically either an atypical or novel-class isoform[139–142]. pkcA mRNA
expression is differentially regulated through the course of development. There is a peak of
expression at 4-hours after starvation, which is consistent with a role in CMF and/or cAMP
signaling during starvation and aggregation[98,139]. It is expressed in both prespore and prestalk
cells, with expression patterns dynamically changing between cell types at different points of
development[139,143–145]. There is a second expression peak at 16-hours, prior to
culmination[139]. This suggests a later role in development as well. Here we investigate the
molecular function of pkcA during the initiation of development, as well as its role in regulating
chemotaxis through the actin cytoskeleton. Additionally, we investigate its interactions with
PldB, one of the D. discoideum PLD-orthologues which is most strongly expressed during
development.
There are several Dictyostelium orthologues of the Group A PAKs. pakA-H are
serine/threonine kinases with both actin-binding, and PBD domains. These proteins are variably
expressed throughout both vegetative growth, and development[141,146]. Of these, we will be
focusing on pakD. pakD is unique amongst the D. discoideum PAKs in that it also possesses a
C1-domain[146,147], potentially making it subject to DAG/PE signaling, similarly to PKC. In
vegetative cells, pakD has been shown to regulate growth rate, as well as cytoskeletal
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organization. Additionally, pakD is required for aggregation in starving cells, as well as
regulating chemotaxis towards cAMP. The developmental timing of PakD expression, and its
functionalities, line up very strongly with those of PkcA[139,146,147]. Given the overlapping
timing and functionality, as well as the fact that mammalian PKCs and PAKs interact with one
another, we also investigate potential interactions between PkcA and PakD during development.

1.8

Significance
Misregulation of intracellular signaling can have drastic consequences for organisms.

During development, cell patterning, cell migration, and differentiation are dependent on cells’
abilities to sense and respond to extracellular signaling cues. Failures in these processes can
result in embryonic lethality, or birth defects depending on the severity. In mature organisms,
development and chemotaxis are important components to the innate immune system, both as far
as the differentiation of immune cells, as well as their functionalities. Failures of intracellular
signaling can result in compromised immune function, leading to increased risk of disease or
infection[2,12,39,148]. While cancer is essentially defined by misregulation of cellular
processes, misregulation of the cytoskeleton can exacerbate the disease progression and worsen
prognosis. One of the signs of worsening patient outcome is the onset of metastasis, where
cancerous cells leave a primary tumor site and migrate elsewhere in the body. Many of the
regulatory changes which promote a metastatic state are based in changes in the regulation of the
cytoskeleton and chemotactic machinery[24,56,57,68,80,84,93,149–151].
Part of the problem with elucidating cell signaling networks is the complexity involved.
These mammalian signaling networks involve many different members, substantial crosstalk
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between pathways, feedback loops, redundancies, and overall are extremely
convoluted[152,153]. That makes teasing out the nature of protein-protein interactions overly
difficult in mammalian systems. Therein lies the major benefit of using a simplified,
evolutionarily distinct system, such as Dictyostelium discoideum. The signaling networks
involved are less complex, but highly conserved. This makes it easier to identify critical
interactions, which can be masked by redundancies or complexity[125,128,145,154].
A final note on the evolutionary significance of identifying a PKC orthologue in
Dictyostelium. PKCs are an ancient class of proteins, with PKC orthologues having been
identified throughout metazoan clades, yeasts and other fungi, as well as the assorted unicellular
Opisthokont clades. Until now though, there has not been a PKC orthologue described outside of
the Opisthokonta clades[140,155]. If pkcA is in fact a PKC orthologue, it would be the first PKC
orthologue described not just within the Dictyostelia clade, but within the Amoebozoa
supergroup as a whole. There are several putative PKC-domain containing proteins in other
Dictyostelia species, specifically the older species Dictyostelium fasciculatum and
Polysphondylium pallidium[156,157]. This would mean that the Protein Kinase C family of
proteins is significantly older than previously thought. This is supported by the fact that pkcA is
thought to be most closely related to the atypical and novel PKC isoforms[139]. On the whole, it
is thought that the atypical and novel PKC isoforms are the more ancient lineage of the protein,
compared to the more modern classical PKCs[140]. Considering that the evolution of the
Amoebozoa is thought to predate the divergence of the Opisthokont clades, Protein Kinase C
may well be an ancestral protein within the Unikont lineages, which later further expanded
during the evolutionary history of fungi and metazoans[140,158,159].
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CHAPTER 2: Materials and Methods

2.1 Cell culture and development
Dictyostelium discoideum wild type cells, Ax2, were grown axenically in HL5 medium
including Glucose (Formedium™, Norfolk, UK) at 22°C in shaking suspension culture. pkcA[70], and pldB-[134] cells were grown in HL5 supplemented with 10µg/mL blasticidin. pkcA
overexpressing cells (pkcAOE)[139] were grown in HL5 supplemented with 20μg/mL G418.
pldB overexpressing cells (pldBOE)[134] were grown in HL5 supplemented with 6μg/mL G418.
pkcA-/pldBOE[70] cells were grown in HL5 supplemented with 10µg/mL blasticidin and
20μg/mL G418. pakD- cells were grown in HL5 supplemented with 25µg/mL hygromycin. pkcA/pakD- cells were grown in HL5 supplemented with 10µg/mL blasticidin and 25µg/mL
hygromycin. For development, log phase cells (1.0-5.0×106 cells/mL) were collected and washed
twice in PBM (20mM KH2PO4, 0.01mM CaCl2, 1mM MgCl2, pH 6.1 by KOH), then
resuspended in PBM at a density of 1.0×107 cells/mL, then plated on PBM agar (2% agar), or
nitrocellulose filter pads (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA) over an area of approximately 1cm2
and allowed to develop for various amounts of time at 22°C[116].

2.2 Generation of cell lines
To generate the pakD-, and pkcA-/pakD- cell lines, a construct (pakD-hygKO) was
synthesized by GenScript (Piscataway, NJ) to replace, by homologous recombination,
nucleotides 2195-2403 of pakD with the hygromycin resistance cassette from pDE109[160]. This
construct was provided ligated into the BamHI, and HindIII-sites in pUC57. The plasmid was
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linearized by HindIII, before transformation of 4µg linearized plasmid into either wild-type, or
pkcA- cells via electroporation[161]. Transformants were selected in HL5 supplemented with
25µg/mL hygromycin for pakD- cells, or 10µg/mL blasticidin and 25µg/mL hygromycin for
pkcA-/pakD- cells.

2.3

Low cell density assay
Log phase cells were collected by centrifugation, washed twice in PBM, then starved for

24 hours under submerged monolayer conditions on a 24-well plate at densities of 224×103,
112×103, 56×103, 28×103, 14×103, and 7×103 cells/cm2 in 400µL PBM, or PBM supplemented
with either 50μM 1,2-dioctanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphate (PA)(Avanti Polar Lipids Inc.,
Alabaster, AL), or 0.1% 1-butanol. Images were taken with an inverted Nikon TE 200 Eclipse
microscope using Nikon NIS-Elements software (Nikon Instruments Inc., Melville, NY) viewed
with a 10x objective.

2.4

Chemotaxis assay
Under-agarose chemotaxis assays were performed as previously described[162], with

some modifications. All agarose overlays were 0.5% agarose, in either PBM or SM media. For
cAMP chemotaxis, 1×107 cells were starved on filter pads for 5 hours as described above. Cells
were collected, and resuspended in 1mL PBM. 75µL of cells were used in the assay. For folate
chemotaxis, 1×107 vegetative cells were collected and resuspended in 1mL of SM medium. 75µL
of cells were used in the assay. Serial images of cells migrating under agarose towards either
10µM cAMP or 1mM folate were taken once per minute, for 20 minutes on an inverted Nikon
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TE 200 Eclipse microscope using Nikon NIS-Elements software, under a 10x objective. Cells
were tracked with ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, MD) using the Manual Tracking plugin.
The chemotactic index is equal to the cosθ, where θ is the angle formed by the cell’s
vector of movement and the direction of the chemoattractant gradient. A chemotactic index of 1
represents a cell moving straight up the chemoattractant gradient. Directionality is defined as
𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑

Speed is defined as

2.5

, where a value of 1 is equal to a cell traveling in a completely straight path.

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

.

Actin staining
Log phase cells were collected and washed twice in PBM, then resuspended in PBM to a

density of 1.5×106 cells/mL. Cells were seeded on an 8-well chambered slide (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA) at a density of 2.0×105 cells/well and allowed to starve for 6 hours.
Cells were then fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde in PBSN (PBS + 0.05% NP-40) for 10 minutes at
room temperature. Slides were then washed in PBSN + 17mM glycine for 5 minutes at room
temperature, followed by PBSN for 15 minutes at room temperature. Cells were stained with
Alexa Fluor 546-conjugated phalloidin (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) at 8 U/mL in PBSN for
1 hour in the dark at room temperature. Cells were then washed twice in PBSN. SlowFade Gold
(Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) mounting reagent was added before adding a coverslip and
sealing. Images were taken with a Leica confocal microscope using Leica Confocal Software
(Leica Biosystems Inc., Buffalo Grove, IL), using the 63x objective. Cell circularity and
4𝜋(𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎)

roundness were measured using ImageJ software, where circularity is defined as 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 2 and
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𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠

roundness is defined as 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 (the axes of a bounding elipse ImageJ sets around the
cell). In either case, Circularity, or Roundness, a value of 1 represents a perfect circle.

2.6

Immunofluorescence of PldB
Log phase cells were collected and washed twice in PBM, then starved on filter pads for

5 hours as described above. During starvation, the cAMP gradient was set up on a 2-well
chambered slide. Briefly, wells were filled with 2mL of 0.5% agarose in PBM. Once hardened,
one-third of the agarose was excised from the left/right-sides, leaving a plug in the center
separating two wells at the ends. One side was filled with PBM, the other side with 10µM cAMP
and allowed to sit at room temperature and form the gradient. At 5 hours, cells were stripped
from the filter pads and collected in 1mL PBM. These cells were diluted 1:16 (~4.0×105
cells/mL), and 250µL plated in the PBM well (~1.0×105 cells/well). These cells were allowed to
settle and sense the gradient for one hour, before fixation (3.7% formaldehyde in PBM) for 10
minutes at room temperature. Cells were permeabilized in PBS-Tx (0.2% Triton-X 100) for 5
minutes, at room temperature. Cells were blocked in 1% BSA in PBS-Tx for 1hr at room
temperature. Cells were incubated with anti-PldB antibody[134] at 1µg/mL in PBS-Tx,
overnight, at 4°C. Cells were washed in PBS-Tx twice, followed by incubation with Alexa Fluor
594-conjugated Goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) at 2µg/mL
in PBS-Tx for 2 hours, at room temperature. To stain the actin cytoskeleton, cells were incubated
with Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated phalloidin (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) at 8U/mL in PBSTx for 20 minutes, at room temperature. Cells were washed twice, before adding SlowFade Gold
(Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) mounting reagent, followed by adding a coverslip and sealing.
Images were taken with a Leica confocal microscope using Leica Confocal Software (Leica
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Biosystems Inc., Buffalo Grove, IL), using the 63x objective. Colocalization analysis was
performed using ImageJ, and Photoshop software (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA).

2.7

Cell-cell cohesion assay
Cell-cell cohesion assay was performed as previously described[163], with some

modification. Log phase cells were collected and washed three times in PBM, then resuspended
in PBM to a final density of 2.0×107 cells/mL. Two milliliters of cell suspension was collected,
transferred to a 50-mL conical tube and shaken horizontally (175 rpm) on a rotary platform
shaker for three hours at 22°C. 2.5×106 cells were collected and diluted to 1mL final volume,
then vortexed vigorously to disperse aggregates. Cells were shaken slowly at 140 rpm for 40
minutes, to allow aggregates to reform, then single and duplex cells were counted on a
hemocytometer.

2.8

Cell-substrate adhesion assay
Cell-substrate adhesion assay was performed as previously described[163]. Log phase

cells were collected and washed three times in PBM, then resuspended in PBM to a final density
of 1.0×106 cells/mL. Five milliliters of cell suspension was placed in a 50-mL glass cell culture
flask and shaken (120 rpm) on a rotary platform shaker for 10 minutes, and 10μL aliquots of the
supernatant counted in duplicate. The cells were then allowed to stand for 2 hours to allow them
to adhere to the bottom of the flask. The flasks were then gently shaken at 60 rpm for 20
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minutes, and 500μL of the supernatant collected at 0/5/10/15/20mins. Non-adherent cells were
counted, in duplicate, on a hemocytometer.

2.9

PLD activity assay
Log phase cells were collected and washed twice in PBM. Cells were starved for 6 hours

on nitrocellulose filter pads at a density of 1.0×107 cells/mL. Cells were collected and
Phospholipase D activity was determined utilizing a Phospholipase D Activity Colorimetric
Assay Kit (BioVision Inc., Milpitas, CA) following the manufacturer’s protocol.

2.10

Phosphorylation-site prediction
Phosphorylation-site prediction was carried out using GPS 5.0 Kinase-specific

phosphorylation-site prediction software (http://gps.biocuckoo.cn/online.php)[164–167].
Predictions for PkcA were carried out using atypical PKC (PKCζ, PKCι/λ) configuration.
Predictions for PakD were carried out using PAK3 configuration.
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CHAPTER 3: PkcA regulates aggregation and development
through regulation of the actin cytoskeleton

3.1

PKC in Dictyostelium discoideum
Several pieces of evidence have long suggested the presence of a PKC-class enzyme

playing a role in Dictyostelium discoideum development. Diacylglycerol, an activator of PKC in
mammalian cells, has been shown to regulate chemotaxis during starvation, suggesting the
presence of a PKC-like protein involved in chemotaxis. This is supported by the fact that
pharmacological PKC-inhibitors are able to disrupt aggregation in starving cells. Lastly, peptides
based on PKC-consensus target sequences are phosphorylated when added to starved
Dictyostelium cell lysates, again supporting the presence of a PKC-like activity which plays a
role in starvation and/or development[137]. The identification of a putative PKC-orthologue,
pkcA, has the potential to further refine our understanding of the signaling network which
regulates chemotaxis and aggregation during Dictyostelium development[139].
pkcA has been shown to possess a structure reminiscent of a PKC-class protein. It
possesses a conserved C1-domain, tied to a PKC-type kinase domain[139]. There are several key
structural features which are suggestive of a PKC-class kinase domain. These are the presence of
an invariant lysine located near the ATP-binding site, a gatekeeper methionine, and the presence
of an activation loop. The invariant lysine is necessary for the phosphate transfer to the substrate.
The gatekeeper residue is necessary to prevent autoactivation of the enzyme. The activation loop
is necessary for maintaining the structural conformation and activity of the enzyme[64,66]. The
amino acid sequence of PkcA appears to possess all three of these structural features, albeit
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somewhat modified in their amino acid composition when compared to PKCs from higher-order
organisms. This strongly suggests that PkcA may be a PKC-class protein[139].
pkcA has previously been shown to regulate aspects of development[139]. Its expression
changes dynamically over the 24-hour development timecourse, in a spatially and temporallyregulated manner. It also appears to regulate the localization of cells within aggregates, as well
as the expression of pre-spore, and pre-stalk markers. These effects suggest a role in regulating
cell differentiation. These roles however, have primarily been studied at the later stages of
Dictoystelium development. We sought to determine the role pkcA plays in regulating the initial
stages of development, from entry into starvation through chemotaxis and aggregation.

3.2

PkcA negatively regulates quorum sensing and development
Members of the PKC family of kinases are known to be involved in regulating cell

density sensing, as well as cell differentiation processes, in mammalian cells[64,168,169]. The
development of Dictyostelium discoideum cells is reliant on the quorum sensing molecule CMF
to regulate their entry into the developmental program[114]. D. discoideum has one predicted
PKC-orthologue, PkcA, which has been shown to affect mound formation during
development[139]. To determine whether PkcA plays a role in sensing cell density during the
initiation of aggregation, cells were starved in submerged monolayers across decreasing densities
for 24 hours. As the cell density is decreased, the cells’ production of CMF is decreased
proportionately, until the cell density is too dilute to allow for proper CMF signaling. At this
point, the cells will no longer be able to aggregate[114]. After 24-hours, wild-type cells are
typically able to reliably aggregate down to densities as low as 56×103 cells/cm2 under these
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Table 1 Low-cell density aggregation of pkcA mutant cells. Cells were starved in PBM at the indicated densities
in submerged monolayer culture. The field of cells was assessed for aggregation (+) or non-aggregation (-) after 24
hours, using an inverted microscope. Partial, or substrandard aggregation (defined as where cells are migrating
towards an aggregative center, but have not yet coalesced into an aggregate) is represented as +. These are
representative of at least 3 independent assays.

conditions, with cells at a density of 28×103 cells/cm2 just beginning to aggregate, while cell
densities less than that do not aggregate at all (Table 1). Cells lacking PkcA (pkcA-) were able to
aggregate at much lower densities, down to a cell density as low as 7×103 cells/cm2. This
behavior is as though the CMF pathway is constitutively activated. Conversely, cells
overexpressing PkcA (pkcAOE) were entirely incapable of aggregating at any density tested, as
though the CMF pathway was blocked in these cells. These data suggest that PkcA may act as a
negative regulator of the CMF-quorum sensing pathway, preventing the initiation of
development.

3.3

PkcA-null cells are delayed at the mound stage
To determine what role PkcA has during later development, cells were plated on agar and

allowed to starve for 24 hours, the normal length of time it takes for D. discoideum to fully
develop[98]. Wild-type cells formed normal fruiting bodies after 24 hours (Fig. 8). Cells lacking
PkcA were delayed, with the majority forming very small mounds, where they remained arrested
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24 hours after starvation. This suggests that PkcA may play a role in regulating developmental
timing during normal development. After 36-48 hours, these cells would eventually form
smaller, fruiting bodies with aberrant morphologies. These fruiting bodies had shorter stalks, and
enlarged sori, suggesting that PkcA may also play a role in regulating cell sorting and/or
culmination. Taken together, these results suggest that while PkcA is not strictly required for
development, it regulates the proper developmental timing, cell sorting, and the initiation of
culmination.

Figure 8 PkcA mutants are defective at
forming fruiting bodies. 1×107 wild-type,
pkcA-, or pkcAOE cells were plated on PBMagar (2% agar) and allowed to develop for 24
hours. Bar, 0.5mm. Arrow, pkcA- mound.

3.4

pkcA-overexpressing cells are unable to aggregate
As seen in the low-cell density assays, cells overexpressing PkcA are unable to

aggregate. To examine the effect of PkcA overexpression on development, cells were plated on
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agar and allowed to starve for 24 hours (Fig. 8). Mirroring the low-cell density assay results, the
cells overexpressing PkcA were unable to aggregate, and did not undergo development after any
length of time. This result supports the assertion that PkcA acts as a negative regulator of
aggregation and development, as the overproduction of PkcA prevents these processes from
occurring.

3.5

PkcA mutants are defective while streaming and aggregating
While assessing the low-cell density assays, it was observed that pkcA mutant cells failed

to stream during starvation. During aggregation, starving cells will polarize and migrate towards
the strongest source of cAMP, with cells joining up in a head-to-tail organization as they come
into contact with each other, forming streams of cells that coalesce into the aggregative
center[152]. To investigate the role of PkcA during this process, wild-type, and pkcA mutant
cells were starved in submerged monolayer culture for 24 hours at densities of 112 or 224 × 103

Figure 9 PkcA mutants are defective while streaming Wild-type, pkcA- or pkcAOE cells were starved in
submerged monolayer culture under PBM at the indicated density for 24 hours. Bar 100µm.
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cells/cm2 before imaging (Fig. 9). After 24 hours, wild-type cells at high density formed tight,
ordered aggregates with well-defined edges. At lower density, cells can be seen forming streams
towards distinct aggregative centers, even from great distances away. These cells were highly
polarized, with individual cells outside of the streams migrating towards the streams. High
density mutant cells lacking PkcA aggregated by 24 hours, but these aggregates were very loose
and disordered, while the cells did not appear polarized. At the lower density, pkcA- cells formed
small, loose aggregates, with no streams observed. As we previously observed, cells
overexpressing PkcA did not aggregate at all. These results suggest that PkcA is necessary for
proper streaming and aggregation, as its loss disrupts the cells ability to form streams or
aggregate properly, while the cells’ inability to aggregate when overexpressing PkcA supports its
role as a suppressor of aggregation.

3.6

PkcA regulates chemotaxis towards cAMP
To better understand the streaming defect in pkcA- cells, we chose next to look at whether

PkcA regulates chemotaxis towards cAMP. During aggregation, cells undergo chemotaxis
towards the strongest local source of cAMP[96]. This is a component of streaming, as cells will
join up with their neighbors, then continue migrating up the cAMP gradient, forming ever larger
streams until they converge on an aggregative center[21]. Chemotaxis can be described in terms
of three component processes, starting with chemoreception of the chemoattractant, followed by
reorientation of the cytoskeleton and polarization of the cell along the axis of the chemoattractant
gradient, and finally movement along that axis towards the chemoattractant source[21,148,152].
The role of PkcA during chemotaxis towards cAMP was assessed through under-agarose
chemotaxis assays. Wild-type, and pkcA-mutant cells were starved for 5 hours on filter pads,
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before being exposed to a cAMP gradient formed under an agarose slab. The cells were then
filmed migrating under the agarose towards the cAMP source and their chemotactic index,
directionality, and speed measured using ImageJ. A cell’s chemotactic index represents its ability
to sense and respond to a chemoattractant gradient, cAMP in this case, serving as a measure of
the cell’s chemoreceptive ability. Chemotactic index is defined as cosθ, where θ is the angle
formed by the straight-line vector of the cell’s path and a straight line up the gradient. A
chemotactic index of 1 represents a cell migrating straight up the gradient, towards the
chemoattractant source. A value of 0 represents a path perpendicular to the direction of the
gradient, while a value of -1 would represent a cell moving directly down the gradient, away
from the chemoattractant source. Directionality is a measure of the ability of a cell to migrate in
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑

a straight line. Directionality is defined as 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡−𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑, where a value of 1
represents a cell migrating in a straight line, while a value of 0 represents random motion.
Directionality serves as a proxy for the cell’s ability to reorder its cytoskeleton, and to establish
and maintain that orientation while moving. Finally, speed, defined as

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

, is a

measure of how effective the cell is at moving under the agarose. Under agarose, speed serves as
a measure of the cell’s ability to generate motive force in a semi-restrictive environment.

Table 2 cAMP chemotaxis of wild-type and pkcA-mutant cells Wild-type, pkcA-, or pkcAOE cells were starved
for 5 hours on filter pads before being collected and exposed to a cAMP gradient with a maximum cAMP
concentration of 10µM. Time-lapse films of cells migrating under agarose were taken, 1 image/min for 20mins.
Individual cells were tracked using ImageJ. Chemotactic index equals cosθ, where θ is the angle formed by the
straight-line vector of the cell’s motion and the straight line up the cAMP gradient. Directionality is the ratio of
𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡−𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑

. Values represent the mean of > 4 independent experiments + SEM.
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Wild-type cells migrated with a chemotactic index of 0.87+0.02, a directionality of
0.69+0.02, and a speed of 11.94+0.89µm/min (Table 2), which are consistent with previous
results[147,170]. Cells lacking PkcA exhibited significant reductions in chemotactic index
(0.33+0.05), directionality (0.45+0.03), and speed (7.82+0.72µm/min). Cells overexpressing
PkcA exhibited significant reductions in chemotactic index (0.17+0.03), and directionality
(0.46+0.05). The reductions in chemotactic index suggest that PkcA is involved in regulating the
cells’ response to cAMP during aggregation, potentially through the signal transduction involved
after the cAMP receptor. Additionally, the reductions of both directionality, and speed seem to
suggest that PkcA is also involved in both reorienting the cytoskeleton, as well as recruiting the
cytoskeleton in order to generate motive force. In total, these results suggest that PkcA plays a
role in regulating both cAMP signal transduction, and the organization of the actin cytoskeleton
in response to cAMP, possibly explaining, in part, the observed defects in aggregation,
streaming, and development.

3.7

PkcA regulates cell polarization in response to cAMP
The defect in directionality observed by pkcA-mutant cells during chemotaxis suggests

that PkcA may play a role in regulating cell polarity in response to cAMP. Starving cells polarize
in response to a cAMP gradient, establishing an anterior-posterior axis which determines the
direction of motility[9,23,152]. To further investigate whether PkcA is involved in establishing
cell polarity, we examined the cells’ ability to polarize during starvation. Wild-type, or mutant
cells were starved on a chambered slide for 6 hours, before being fixed and stained for F-actin.
Images were analyzed using ImageJ. Cell polarity (Roundness) was quantified as
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𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠

of a bounding ellipse encircling the entirety of the cell, where a value of 1

represents a cell that is a perfect circle, and completely unpolarized. The roundness value
decreases as a cell becomes more polarized, causing it to become more elliptical. Wild-type cells
had a roundness of 0.683+0.008 (Fig. 10), similar to previous results[147,171]. Cells lacking
PkcA had a roundness of 0.769+0.017, hypopolarizing significantly compared to wild-type cells.

Figure 10 PkcA mutant cells exhibit defective cell polarization Wild-type, or pkcA-mutant cells were starved for
6 hours under PBM, followed by fixation and staining for F-actin. (A) Representative images of wild-type, pkcA-,
and pkcAOE cells, respectively. Bar, 10µm. (B) Cell polarity (Roundness) was quantified using ImageJ, defined as
the ratio of the minor axis to the major axis of an ellipse encompassing the entirety of a cell. Values are means of at
least 3 independent trials + SEM, in which at least 100 cells were evaluated per trial. Asterisk represents a
significant difference from wild-type (P < 0.05), as determined by the t-test.
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Conversely, cells overexpressing PkcA had a roundness of 0.630+0.005, being significantly
more polarized than wild-type cells. These results suggest that PkcA is involved in either
establishing and/or maintaining cell polarity in cells chemotaxing towards cAMP. This could
potentially explain, in part, the defects in directionality observed during chemotaxis towards
cAMP.

3.8

PkcA does not regulate filopodia formation in response to cAMP
The observed defects in chemotactic speed, and chemotactic index during cAMP

chemotaxis suggest defects in both motility and chemoreception in pkcA-mutant cells.
Chemotaxing cells produce a variety of motility structures at their leading edges in response to
cAMP[36]. The production of filopodia is necessary for proper cell motility and chemoreception,
both necessary components of chemotaxis[25,28,30,152]. To determine whether PkcA plays a
role in filopodia formation during cAMP stimulation, we re-analyzed the same images used for
4𝜋(𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎)

determining cell polarity, evaluating Circularity, defined as 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 2, where area is defined as

1 .0

Figure 11 PkcA mutant cells have normal
filopodia formation Wild-type, or pkcA-mutant
cells were starved for 6 hours under PBM,
followed by fixation and staining for F-actin.
Circularity was quantified using ImageJ, defined
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as
2 . Values are means of at least 3
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the pixel area of a given cell’s footprint, and the perimeter is the perimeter of the same cell’s
footprint, as determined by ImageJ. A circularity value of 1 represents a cell shaped like a perfect
circle. As the cell extends filopodia, or other membrane projections, the perimeter of the cell
increases while the area of the cell remains relatively constant, causing the circularity to
decrease. Wild-type cells had a circularity of 0.464+0.041 (Fig. 11), similar to previous
results[147]. Cells lacking PkcA had a circularity of 0.554+0.037, while cells overexpressing
PkcA had a circularity of 0.422+0.020. The circularity values of both mutants did not
significantly vary from the circularity value of the wild-type cells (P > 0.05). These results
suggest that PkcA does not play a significant role in the formation of filopodia in response to
cAMP.

3.9

PkcA regulates cell-cell cohesion
In addition to chemotaxis towards cAMP, proper streaming and aggregation require cells

be able to stick to each other once they have come into contact[123]. Additionally, proper cellcell cohesion is necessary for aggregated cells to properly sort within the moundstage[21,115,123,129]. To determine whether PkcA plays a role in cell-cell cohesion during
early aggregation, the cohesive ability of wild-type, or cells lacking PkcA was assessed. Cells
were starved for 3 hours while shaking vigorously. After 3 hours, aggregates were dissociated,
and allowed to reform. Samples were drawn, and the number of non-coherent cells determined
by counting on a hemocytometer. This value was used to calculate the percentage of cells in
aggregates. After 40 minutes, approximately 40% of wild-type cells were found associated with
other cells (Fig. 12). Cells lacking PkcA exhibited a significant reduction in cell-cell cohesion,
with only 16% of cells bound in aggregates after 40 minutes. These data suggest that PkcA plays
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a role in regulating cell-cell cohesion during starvation, and aggregation. These results may
potentially explain, in-part, the observed defect in streaming during aggregation, as well as the
developmental defect exhibited by pkcA- cells, where they are delayed at the mound-stage for
longer than normal.
Figure 12 PkcA mutants exhibit defective cell-cell
cohesion Wild-type, or pkcA- cells were starved in
PBM while shaking at 175rpm for 3 hours. Aggregates
were dissociated by vortexing, then allowed to reaggregate at 140rpm for 40 minutes. Single/duplex
cells were counted on a hemocytometer, and the
number of cells bound in aggregates calculated. Values
shown are means of at least 3 independent trials +
SEM. Asterisk represents a significant difference from
wild-type (P > 0.5), as determined by the t-test.

3.10

PkcA regulates folate signal transduction
In order to determine whether the observed defects in chemotaxis in the pkcA-mutant

cells are specific to cAMP chemotaxis during starvation, or due to a general defect in
chemotaxis, we performed the same under agarose chemotaxis assay utilizing folate. D.
discoideum cells utilize chemotaxis towards folic acid in order to hunt bacteria during vegetative
growth[172]. While many of the mechanisms of cell motility are shared between folate
chemotaxis and cAMP chemotaxis, there are some key differences in the two pathways, such as
the receptors involved, or some of the intermediate signaling events[31]. This allows us to
determine whether PkcA is involved in chemotaxis globally, or if its activity is specific to cAMP
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Figure 13 PkcA mutants have reduced chemotaxis towards folate Log-phase cells were exposed to a folic acid
gradient with a maximum folic acid concentration of 1mM. Time-lapse films of cells migrating under agarose were
taken, 1 image/min for 20mins. Individual cells were tracked using ImageJ. Chemotactic index equals cosθ, where θ
is the angle formed by the straight-line vector of the cell’s motion and the straight line up the folate gradient.
Directionality is the ratio of

𝒔𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕−𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒆 𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆 𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒗𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒅
𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆 𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒗𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒅

. Values are means of at least 3 independent trials + SEM, in

which at least 20 cells were evaluated per trial. Asterisk represents a significant difference from wild-type (P <
0.005), as determined by the t-test.

chemotaxis during starvation. Wild-type cells had a chemotactic index of 0.65+0.03 (Fig. 13A)
towards folate. Cells lacking PkcA had a chemotactic index of 0.34+0.04. As with the cAMP
chemotaxis experiments, the chemotactic index serves as a measure of the cells’ ability to sense
and respond to the presence of a chemoattractant. The cells lacking PkcA exhibited significant
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decreases in chemotactic index compared to wild-type, showing a diminished chemotactic
response to folate.
In addition to chemotactic index, we also assessed the directionality and speed of cells in
response to folate. Wild-type cells migrating towards folate had a directionality of 0.66+0.03
(Fig. 13B), and a speed of 8.59+0.92µm/min (Fig. 13C). Cells lacking PkcA had a directionality
of 0.55+0.6, with a speed of 10.23+1.45µm/min. There was no significant difference between
wild-type cells, or cells lacking PkcA for either speed, or directionality. Taken together, these
data suggest that PkcA plays an important role in the signal transduction of the folate signal from
the cell surface. However, the absence of any alteration in speed, or directionality, suggests that
PkcA may not necessarily have a role in regulating general motility during vegetative
chemotaxis towards folate.

3.11

PkcA regulates nuclear segregation
While performing the analyses of cell polarity and filopodia formation, it was observed

that cells lacking PkcA appeared to possess multiple nuclei, suggesting that PkcA may play a
role in nuclear segregation during cell division. In order to determine whether pkcA regulates
nuclear segregation during vegetative growth, log-phase cells were allowed to adhere to a
coverslip, stained with DAPI, and the number of nuclei/cell determined by visual analysis. The
majority of wild-type cells were mononucleate (~82%), with a lesser population possessing 2
nuclei (~16%) (Fig. 14). Presumably, these cells represent the fraction of the population which
had already undergone mitosis but have not yet completed cytokinesis. Only a very small
fraction of wild-type cells contained 3 or more nuclei (~2%), potentially due to incomplete or
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aberrant nuclear segregation during cytokinesis. Cells lacking PkcA exhibited a significant
increase in the fraction of cells containing 2 nuclei (~29%), or 3 or more nuclei (~21%), along
with a corresponding reduction in the fraction of the population containing only 1 nucleus
(~50%). These data suggest that PkcA is involved in regulating the partitioning of divided nuclei
into the daughter cells of a dividing cell.
Figure 14 Cells lacking PkcA
have defects in nuclear
segregation Log-phase cells were
allowed to settle on a coverslip
for 1 h, fixed and the nuclei
stained using DAPI. Cells were
imaged by both brightfield and
epifluorescence microscopy, and
the number of nuclei/cell
calculated. Values shown are
means of at least 3 independent
trials + SEM, in which at least
150 cells were evaluated per trial.
Asterisks represent a significant
difference from wild-type (**P <
0.01; ***P < 0.005) as
determined by the t-test.

3.12

Discussion
Dictyostelium development is dependent on coordinated signaling between many

thousands of cells in order to properly aggregate and form the fruiting body. PkcA is thought to
be a D. discoideum orthologue of PKC, which is known to regulate cell density sensing, and cell
differentiation in metazoan cells[168,173,174]. In D. discoideum, PkcA has been shown to be
important for proper cAMP relay, as well as proper regulation of differentiation during
development[139]. However, as PkcA is expressed as early as 4-hours after starvation, this
suggests an involvement in the initiation of aggregation. The initiation of aggregation involves a
cell density sensing phase, based on the secreted molecule CMF[114]. CMF accumulates locally
in the environment as cells starve, and aggregation and development are blocked until enough
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CMF accumulates, indicating that a suitable number of cells are starving in order to form viable
fruiting bodies[114]. Here we show that PkcA acts within this quorum sensing pathway,
regulating the initiation of aggregation. Cells lacking PkcA will aggregate at much lower
densities than wild-type cells are capable of aggregating, acting as though their cell density
sensing pathway is always active. Conversely, cells which overexpress pkcA are entirely
incapable of aggregating, acting as though their cell density sensing pathway is turned off. This
suggests a role for PkcA as a negative regulator of cell density sensing.
During aggregation, it was observed that pkcA- cells do not stream properly, and the
aggregates they form are very loose and disorganized. In addition to defective cAMP relay, these
cells were also found to have a reduced chemotactic response towards cAMP, as well as reduced
cAMP-induced motility, suggesting that PkcA plays a role in translating cAMP reception to the
cytoskeletal machinery. This is supported by our result that pkcA seems to regulate cell shape in
response to cAMP. Starved cells lacking pkcA that were exposed to cAMP hypopolarized, and
that PkcA may play a role in regulating the cells’ ability to establish the anterior-posterior axis in
relation to the cAMP gradient. Aggregation is dependent on proper chemotaxis towards cAMP in
order for individual cells to come together and form an aggregate[129]. Loss of PkcA has been
shown to downregulate the expression of genes involved in cAMP degradation, leading to
overall increased cAMP levels in the extracellular environment, which could potentially disrupt
the formation of the cAMP gradient[139]. During chemotaxis, this would manifest as a reduced
ability to chemotax towards cAMP. Taken together, these results could partially explain the
observed defects in streaming and aggregate formation. The inability of starving cells to properly
form the cAMP gradient, combined with their reduced chemotactic response towards cAMP,
would result in a less ordered aggregation process, as well as a less well organized aggregate.
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In addition to defects in cAMP sensing, cells lacking pkcA also exhibited defects in both
cell-substrate adhesion[70], and cell-cell cohesion. Both of these processes are crucial to proper
aggregation, mound formation, and subsequent development[123]. The loss of cell-substrate
adhesion would diminish the cells’ motility through a loss of traction, as well as their ability to
anchor themselves to the substrate. Reductions in cell-cell cohesion have been shown to produce
streaming defects during aggregation, as the cells are less able to adhere to one another to form
streams when they come into contact, or to remain in streams during chemotaxis[122]. This
would result in less ordered aggregation, with cells simply migrating towards a loosely defined
aggregative center, due to the disrupted cAMP gradient formation. Once they got there, their
diminished cell-cell cohesion would prevent them from packing together very tightly, resulting
in the loose, disordered aggregates observed.
We found that cells lacking pkcA are able to aggregate loosely, but arrest at the moundstage of development for an additional 18-24 hours, before proceeding to form small, deformed
fruiting bodies. The developmental defects observed (developmental delay and the aberrant
fruiting body morphology) could also be a result of the previously described defects in cAMP
chemotaxis, cell-cell cohesion, and cell-substrate adhesion. After aggregation, self-organization
within the mound is crucial for defining the subpopulations of cells which will become either the
spore or stalk cells in the final fruiting body[4,9,123]. The cells’ ability to organize within the
aggregate are due primarily to cAMP chemotaxis within the mound itself, where the prestalk
cells migrate over and around other cells in order to self-organize at the tip[21,130]. Delayed
development could be due to it taking more time for the mound tip to form as well as incomplete
segregation of cell types. The reduction in cell-substrate adhesion would result in improper cell
type segregation due to ineffective chemotaxis within the mound, in addition to disrupted cell-
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cell contact-based signaling. These two effects would further exacerbate the amount of time it
would take to organize within the mound, which, compounded by incomplete cell-type
segregation, would result in improper morphogenesis, leading to aberrant fruiting body
morphology. Finally, the reduction in cell-substrate adhesion could reduce the mass of cells the
fruiting body could physically support, essentially causing the smaller fruiting body phenotype
due to mechanical stress.
Given that pkcA appears crucial in regulating the chemotactic response towards cAMP,
we thought it prudent to also investigate whether pkcA is involved in the regulation of vegetative
chemotaxis towards folic acid. Interestingly, our results suggest that while pkcA is involved in
the regulation of folic acid chemotaxis, it appears to play a greater role during chemotaxis
towards cAMP during aggregation and development. As discussed above, starved cells lacking
pkcA exhibited significant reductions in their chemotactic index, directionality, and speed when
chemotaxing towards cAMP. These results suggest that during cAMP chemotaxis, PkcA is
involved in the signal transduction from the cAMP receptor to the cytoskeletal machinery, as
well as potentially also playing a role in the assembly of the actin cytoskeleton. However, when
vegetative cells lacking pkcA are exposed to a folic acid gradient, only their chemotactic index is
affected, while their speed and directionality remain comparable to wild-type cells. These results
suggest that during folic acid chemotaxis, PkcA is involved primarily in signal transduction, and
not actively involved in regulating motility
There are several possibilities for this discrepancy in chemotactic effects between
vegetative and aggregative chemotaxis (Fig. 15). In both cases, activation of the receptor by the
chemoattractant (cAR1-4 for cAMP, fAR1 for folic acid) results in activation of the associated
G-proteins, leading to a downstream signaling cascade resulting in reorganization of the actin
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cytoskeleton and movement of the cell. The major difference between the folic acid signaling
response, and the response towards cAMP is through the G-protein subunits involved in
transmitting that signal across the membrane[152]. The folate response has been demonstrated to
act through Gα4, while the cAMP response is mediated through Gα2. The downstream effects of
these G-proteins on actin regulation and motility converge through the activity of Ras. PKCs
have been shown to be important in the regulation of a number of the downstream effectors
involved in Ras-signaling. Both chemotactic responses (folate & cAMP) involve the activation
of two different orthologues of PKB/Akt through different mechanisms. One of these is the
activation of PkbA through PdkA (PDK1), one of the Dictyostelium orthologues of PDK-1[152].
In mammalian cells, PDK-1 activates PKC directly through phosphorylation. This activity is
known to act as a negative regulator of PKB/Akt, and upstream of Rac/SCAR/WAVE activation,
which are in turn responsible for inducing actin cytoskeletal rearrangement[175–177]. PkcA may
act as a signaling intermediary between PdkA and PkbA, The loss of PkcA could result in a
disconnect between chemoattractant sensation and cytoskeletal recruitment, partially explaining
the loss of chemotactic response towards both folate and cAMP.
Chemotaxis also involves the TORC2-mediated activation of PkgB (PKBR1), a second
PKB/Akt orthologue[152]. In mammalian cells, mTORC2 is important for both PKC and AktFigure 15 Comparison of chemotactic signaling in response to folate or cAMP Stimulation of D. discoideum
cells by either folate (vegetative; orange) or cAMP (development; purple) results in the downstream activation of a
number of signaling cascades, resulting in the regulation of chemotactic cell motility through control of actin
dynamics and/or adhesion. (A) During vegetative growth, folic acid stimulation results in fAR1-mediated activation
of Ras, which is sufficient for folic acid chemotaxis. PI3K- and TORC2 pathways (purple box) still possess lowlevel activity during vegetative growth, albeit very minimal. PkcA may act within this time to regulate F-actin
assembly, but not necessarily regulate orientation and/or adhesion. (B) During starvation, stimulation by cAMP
results in cAR-mediated activation of Ras, which in turn regulates F-actin assembly, cellular orientation, and
motility. Differential RasGEF/GAP combinations result in activation of the PI3K-(dark blue), and TORC2-(light
blue) modules, as well as the PIP3>PIP2>PLC>DAG module (green). These pathways may converge through PkcA,
coordinating F-actin assembly, cellular orientation, and adhesion. Additionally, through the TORC2-module,
myosin contractility is regulated through PkgB.
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phosphorylation. In Dictyostelium, TORC2 is crucial for connecting chemoreception to
cytoskeletal assembly during chemotaxis through Rac/SCAR/WAVE, but it also plays a role in
regulating the formation of focal adhesions as well as myosin contraction[18,44,177,178]. If
PkcA acts between TORC2 and PkgB, disruption of pkcA would manifest as a reduction in
chemotactic response, as measured by the chemotactic index. The observed reduction in
directionality of these cells could also partially be explained by defects in actin cytoskeleton
assembly due to disrupted Rac/SCAR/WAVE signaling. This would cause aberrant polarization
along the gradient axis, reducing the cells ability to migrate in a straight line properly. In
mammalian cells, PKCs have been shown to play a role in the suppression of lateral pseudopods
along the periphery of cells, directing their motion forwards and limiting wandering[64,68,179].
This is supported by our result that cells lacking pkcA hypopolarize in comparison to wild-type
cells. Finally, disrupted TORC2PkgB signaling could also partially explain the reduction in
speed observed in cells lacking pkcA. The cells move slower due to a decrease in focal adhesions
and disrupted myosin contraction[18,123], in combination with the observed reduction in cell
surface adhesion proteins in cells lacking pkcA[139]. These effects combined would manifest as
a loss of both traction and motive force, resulting in diminished speed.
In addition to its role as a developmental regulator of Dictyostelium, several novel roles
for pkcA during vegetative growth were also observed. As discussed above, pkcA is involved in
the regulation of chemotaxis towards folic acid, part of the amoebae’s hunting behavior.
Additionally, pkcA was shown to regulate nuclear segregation during cell division. Cell
populations lacking pkcA had a greater proportion of cells with 2-3+ nuclei/cell, compared to
wild-type cells. These cells were still able to divide efficiently, suggesting a defect in nuclear
segregation, rather than cell division. PKCs are known to regulate chromosome separation by
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phosphorylation of topoisomerase II, which acts to sever DNA interlinkage between sister
chromatids during mitosis[180]. Dictyostelium has an orthologue of topoisomerase II, topB[181].
PkcA may act on TopB during mitosis, regulating proper chromosomal segregation. Loss of
pkcA may result in reduced TopB activity, delaying chromosomal segregation until after
cytokinesis is carried out. After the nuclei reform around the multiple sets of chromosomes, this
would result in one daughter cell carrying at least two nuclei, and the other daughter cell having
none. Over the course of multiple rounds of cell division, these segregation defects could
accumulate, resulting in cells possessing many nuclei.
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CHAPTER 4: PkcA interacts genetically and functionally with PldB

4.1

PKC-PLD Interactions
The interactions between different PKC-isoforms and Phospholipase D1 (PLD1) is one of

the most well characterized set of mammalian signaling interactions. Protein Kinase Cs are
known to act with Phospholipase D in order to regulate the actin cytoskeleton, and perform other
functions related to starvation responses, and cellular differentiation during development[1-12].
D. discoideum possesses three PLD1-isoforms, PldA-C[63], although only PldB has been shown
to possess significant activity during development[120,134]. During starvation, PldB serves as a
link between the CMF/cell density-sensing pathway, and the cAMP response pathway.
PldB exhibits PLD-activity, hydrolyzing phosphatidylcholine and producing phosphatidic
acid (PA) and choline[120]. PldB acts as a negative regulator of aggregation and development.
This is thought to be the result of increased PA production leading to an increase in Gα2 GTPase
activity, leading to the reassociation of Gα2 with Gβγ, essentially recapitulating the “off”-state of
the cAMP-CAR1 interaction[120,134]. It is thought that upon activation of the CMF pathway,
PldB activity is repressed through the downstream action of PLC[120], although no direct link
between the two proteins has been shown. Downregulation of PldB activity would then allow for
cAMP signaling to progress, along with the associated cytoskeletal consequences, such as
formation of filopodia and cell polarization[120]. Given that the mammalian protein kinase C
acts on the mammalian phospholipase D to regulate the actin cytoskeleton and perform other
functions related to starvation responses and differentiation, we hypothesized that PkcA may
interact with PldB, recapitulating this relationship during development in Dictyostelium.
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4.2

PkcA acts upstream of PldB, cooperatively regulating cell density sensing
PldB has previously been shown to regulate aggregation in starving Dictyostelium cells.

When starved at low-cell densities, cells lacking PldB (pldB-) will always aggregate, as though
the CMF pathway is constitutively active. Conversely, cells overexpressing PldB (pldBOE) will
not aggregate at any density tested, as though the CMF pathway is blocked[134]. The similarities
of the pldB mutants’ aggregative phenotypes to those of the pkcA mutants suggest that these two
proteins both act within the CMF pathway to regulate aggregation. This would suggest that pkcA,
and pldB may have an epistatic relationship to one another, where the effects of a mutation in the
upstream gene would be masked by the phenotype resulting from a mutation in the downstream
gene, if the two genes act within the same pathway(s). If they are part of separate pathways, the
observed phenotype of the double mutant cell line will be intermediate between the two parent
phenotypes if the effects cancel each other out, or much more severe if the effects act additively.
In order to perform epistasis analysis, the genes being mutated must have dissimilar
phenotypes, so that any differential effects in the double mutant cell line can be observed. To
determine whether PkcA and PldB act together within the CMF pathway, and to examine any
further epistatic interactions in other developmental processes, we generated a double-mutant
cell line which lacks PkcA, while overexpressing PldB (pkcA-/pldBOE).
To determine whether PkcA and PldB regulate the ability of cells to determine cell
density, we repeated the low-cell density assay. As described in the previous chapter, cells
lacking PkcA will aggregate at all tested densities, when starved under low-cell density
conditions. Cells overexpressing PldB are unable to aggregate at any of the same densities[134].
The pkcA-/pldBOE cells do not aggregate at any density, emulating the phenotype of the pldBOE
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parent strain (Table 3). This suggests that PkcA and PldB act within the same pathway, at least
with regards to cell density sensing. Furthermore, it suggests that PkcA acts upstream of PldB.

Table 3 Low-cell density aggregation of pkcA and pldB mutant cells. Cells were starved in PBM at the indicated
densities in submerged monolayer culture. The field of cells was assessed for aggregation (+) or non-aggregation (-)
after 24 hours, using an inverted microscope. Partial, or substrandard aggregation (defined as where cells are
migrating towards an aggregative center, but have not yet coalesced into an aggregate) is represented as +. These are
representative of at least 3 independent assays.

4.3

PkcA acts upstream of PldB, cooperatively regulating fruiting body formation
To determine whether PkcA and PldB interact during development, pkcA-/pldBOE cells

were plated on agar at high density and allowed to starve for 24 hours. Wild-type cells formed
fruiting bodies with normal appearances after 24 hours (Fig. 16). The cells lacking PkcA were
delayed at the mound stage, aggregating then remaining as mounds beyond 24 hours, afterwards
producing malformed fruiting bodies. The cells overexpressing PldB were completely unable to
aggregate. The pkcA-/pldBOE cells were entirely unable to aggregate, and thus did not undergo
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development, again emulating the pldBOE parent phenotype. This again suggests that PkcA acts
upstream of PldB with regards to controlling fruiting body formation.

Figure 16 PkcA and PldB cooperatively
regulate development 1×107 pkcA-, pldBOE,
or pkcA-/pldBOE cells were plated on PBMagar (2% agar) and allowed to develop for 24
hours. Bar, 0.5mm. Arrow, pkcA- mound.

4.4

PkcA acts upstream of PldB, interacting to regulate cell-cell cohesion
One of the most important components of development in Dictyostelium discoideum is

proper cell sorting within the mound-stage. Cell sorting, in turn, is heavily reliant on proper cellcell cohesion, the cells’ ability to stick to one another[130]. It was previously reported that pkcAcells exhibit diminished cell-cell cohesion, compared to wild-type cells[139]. We decided to
determine whether pkcA and pldB interact to regulate cell-cell cohesion, based on the
developmental defects observed in their various mutant cell lines. Cells were starved for several
hours while shaking, followed by vortexing to disrupt any aggregates that had formed. Cells
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were then shaken at a lower speed to allow aggregates to reform, then aliquots counted in
duplicate to determine the number of unaggregated cells, which allowed the calculation of the
percentage of cells which had aggregated. ~39% of wild-type cells were bound in aggregates.
pkcA- cells exhibited severely reduced cell-cell cohesion (~16%), while pldBOE cells did not
differ significantly from wild-type cells (~39%). Interestingly, pkcA-/pldBOE cells also did not
exhibit any significant change from wild-type cells (~52%) (Fig. 17). The overexpression of
PldB was able to compensate for the loss of PkcA, which resulted in the restoration of proper
cell-cell cohesion back to levels comparable to wild-type. This suggests that there is a functional
interaction between PkcA and PldB, further suggesting that PldB acts downstream of PkcA.

% c e lls a g g r e g a te d

100

Figure 17 PkcA mutants exhibit defective
cell-cell cohesion Cells were starved in PBM
while shaking at 175rpm for 3 hours.
Aggregates were dissociated by vortexing,
then allowed to re-aggregate at 140rpm for 40
minutes. Single/duplex cells were counted on
a hemocytometer, and the number of cells
bound in aggregates calculated. Values shown
are means of at least 3 independent trials +
SEM. Asterisk represents a significant
difference from wild-type (P > 0.5), as
determined by the t-test.
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PkcA may act through PLD activity
PldB is thought to be the major source of PLD activity in developing Dictyostelium cells,

regulating the CMF pathway through the production of phosphatidic acid [120,134]. Artificially
increasing, or decreasing the levels of phosphatidic acid in starving cells has been shown to
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affect development similarly to overexpression, or loss of PldB[120]. The previous experiments
have suggested that PkcA acts upstream of PldB within the CMF pathway, suggesting that the
activity of PkcA may act through PldB. To determine whether the effects of PkcA are mediated
through PLD activity, we modulated the phosphatidic acid levels of the cells to simulate changes
in PLD-activity while starving cells as a submerged monolayer. To increase internal
phosphatidic acid levels, cells were treated with 1,2-Dioctanoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphate, a cell
permeable phosphatidic acid species. Wild-type cells treated with phosphatidic acid were unable
to aggregate below densities of 56×103 cells/cm2, reduced from their normal minimal density
28×103 cells/cm2 (Table 4). pkcA- cells were affected even more strongly, as the treated cells
were unable to aggregate at densities lower than 112×103 cells/cm2, compared to untreated cells
which were able to aggregate down to 7×103 cells/cm2. The increased phosphatidic acid caused
these cells to act as though PldB is being overexpressed, reducing their ability to aggregate at
lower densities, as though the CMF pathway was disrupted.
To reduce intracellular phosphatidic acid level, cells were treated with 1-butanol, which
functions as an inhibitor of PLD-catalyzed PA production. This is due to the 1-butanol acting as
an alternative, preferred substrate for PLD, instead of water, forming phosphatidylbutanol in lieu
of phosphatidic acid[63]. Wild-type cells treated with butanol were able to aggregate down to
7×103 cells/cm2, compared to untreated controls at 28×103 cells/cm2. pkcAOE cells treated with
butanol were able to aggregate down to densities of 14×103 cells/cm2, whereas untreated pkcAOE
cells were unable to aggregate at any density tested. The presence of butanol caused these cells
to aggregate at densities much lower than untreated controls, even partially restoring aggregation
in the pkcAOE cells. Taken together, these results strongly suggest that PkcA acts within the
CMF pathway, potentially acting through PldB-mediated phosphatidic acid production.
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Table 4 Effect of phosphatidic acid or butanol on low-cell density aggregation. Cells were starved in PBM at the
indicated densities in submerged monolayer culture with either 50µM 1,2-dioctanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphate (PA)
or 0.1% butanol. The field of cells was assessed for aggregation (+) or non-aggregation (-) after 24 hours, using an
inverted microscope. Partial, or substrandard aggregation (defined as where cells are migrating towards an
aggregative center, but have not yet coalesced into an aggregate) is represented as +. These are representative of at
least 3 independent assays.

4.6

PkcA regulates PldB activity
The preceding experiments showed that PkcA acts upstream of PldB, which may suggest

that PkcA may regulate the enzymatic activity of PldB. To determine whether PkcA regulates the
activity of PldB, we measured the PLD-activity of developing cells. Cells were starved on filter
pads for 6 hours, before being lysed and the PLD activity of the lysate determined. pkcA- cells
exhibited a ~39% decrease in PLD activity, compared to wild-type. Conversely, pkcAOE cells
exhibit a ~60% increase in PLD-activity over wild-type. In both cases, the loss, or
overexpression of PkcA mirrored the PLD activity of either pldB-, or pldBOE cells (Fig. 18).
These data suggest that PkcA regulates PldB activity during development, likely by regulating its
enzymatic activity.
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Figure 18 PkcA regulates PLD activity at
a comparable level to PldB Cells were
starved on filter pads for 6 hours, before
being lysed and the PLD activity of the
lysate determined. Values shown are means
of at least 3 independent trials + SEM.
Asterisks represent a significant difference
from wild-type (*P < 0.05; ***P < 0.005)
as determined by the t-test.

4.7

PkcA does not regulate PldB localization to the actin cytoskeleton
During development, PldB is associated with the actin cytoskeleton at the cellular cortex,

as well as cell-substrate adhesion sites, and pseudopodial protrusions[170]. Given that PkcA
seems to regulate the activity of PldB, we sought to determine whether PkcA also plays a role in
regulating PldB localization to the membrane. To do so, we examined PldB localization in cells
lacking PkcA using immunofluorescence. Cells were starved for 5 hours on filter pads, before
being exposed to a cAMP gradient on a chambered slide for one hour, after which the cells were
fixed and stained using an anti-PldB antibody, and phalloidin. After imaging, the colocalization
of the PldB with the actin cytoskeleton was determined (Fig. 19). While the pkcA- cells exhibited
an altered cell shape, there was no significant difference in PldB-actin colocalization between the
wild-type and pkcA- cells, suggesting that PkcA does not play a role in determining the
localization of PldB during development.
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Figure 19 PkcA does not regulate PldB localization during development (A) 5-hr starved cells were exposed to a
cAMP gradient for 1-hour, then fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde, followed by staining with α-PldB antibody, and
phalloidin-AF488. Bar, 10µm. (B) Quantification of actin-PldB colocalization. Values are means of 3 independent
trials + SEM, in which at least 25 cells were evaluated per trial.

4.8

Discussion
Aggregation and development of Dictyostelium cells requires that cells are properly able

to respond to extracellular cAMP. This response is based on cell density, and determined by the
concentration of CMF, a secreted protein which serves as a quorum sensing factor during
starvation[109,113,115]. PldB, a Dictyostelium Phospholipase D-orthologue, serves as the
connection between the CMF and cAMP response pathways, through the production of
phosphatidic acid[120,134]. PldB has previously been shown to regulate cell density
sensing[134]. When starved, cells lacking PldB are able to aggregate at lower densities than
wild-type cells are able to. Cells overexpressing PldB are unable to aggregate. Respectively,
these phenotypes behave as though the cells’ ability to determine cell density are either
hyperactive, or inactive. Interestingly, these phenotypes are also similar to those of the pkcA
mutant cell lines (Sect. 3.2), suggesting that they may act within the same pathway.
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Previous work has shown that both PkcA and PldB appear to act within the cell density
sensing pathway during the initiation of aggregation[70,134]. Our data suggest that PldB acts
downstream of PkcA during the cell density sensing phase prior to aggregation. It was shown
through epistasis analysis that cells lacking PkcA and overexpressing PldB (pkcA-/pldBOE)
behave similarly to the pldBOE parental cell line. This is supported by previous evidence
suggesting that PldB serves as the link between the cell density sensing and cAMP-response
pathways[120]. If PldB acts as the terminal connection between the two pathways, then any other
proteins acting within the cell density sensing pathway must, by necessity, act upstream of PldB.
When allowed to develop fully at high densities, pkcA-/pldBOE cells again behaved
similarly to the pldBOE parental strain. These cells were entirely unable to aggregate, and did
not undergo development at all. This is in-line with PldB acting as the lynchpin connecting CMF
signaling to cAMP signaling, in that if the cells are unable to properly sense cell density, they
will not proceed into their developmental cycle. Interestingly though, the overexpression of PldB
is able to suppress the effect of having lost PkcA. Cells lacking PkcA were able to aggregate, and
eventually undergo development when given enough time. The overexpression of PldB though,
blocks the pkcA-/pldBOE cells from developing entirely, regardless of cell density. This further
supports the idea that PldB acts downstream of PkcA.
As discussed in the previous chapter, proper cell sorting within the mound is necessary
for fruiting body development[123]. Cells lacking PkcA exhibit defective cell sorting, potentially
due to the combination of defects in both cAMP signaling, as well as cell-substrate and cell-cell
adhesion properties[70,139]. PldB has also been shown previously to regulate cell-substrate and
cell-cell adhesion[170]. We found that in the pkcA-/pldBOE cell line, the overexpression of PldB
is able to rescue the adhesion defects caused by the loss of PkcA, restoring them to levels
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comparable to wild-type. This supports the idea that the disruption of fruiting body formation is
due primarily to signaling defects during aggregation, which are then further compounded by
disrupted adhesion within the aggregate, since the pldBOE and pkcA-/pldBOE both exhibit wildtype adhesion properties.
We found that PkcA appears to regulate cell density sensing by acting through PldB. By
lowering or raising the levels of phosphatidic acid within the cells, thus emulating different
activity states of PldB, we were able to override the phenotypes of the pkcA mutant cell lines,
emulating either the pldB- (reduced PA-levels) or pldBOE (increased PA-levels) aggregative
phenotypes. This further supports the idea that PldB acts downstream of PkcA, since it appears
to be the levels of phosphatidic acid that are most relevant to aggregation. This was confirmed by
looking at PLD activity in the pkcA mutant backgrounds. PkcA appears to act as a positive
regulator of PldB, with either loss or overexpression of PkcA resulting in a corresponding
decrease or increase in PLD activity, comparable to either loss or overexpression of PldB. This
suggests that PkcA acts to regulate PldB activity during aggregation and development, providing
a mechanism for PkcA-mediated regulation of the CMF pathway.
Interestingly though, despite the regulation of PldB’s activity by PkcA, our results show
that PkcA is not responsible for the localization of PldB to the actin cytoskeleton. This suggests
that if they do interact, they are brought together by some other means, potentially via
scaffolding proteins or as members of some other protein complex. One potential candidate
could be through interactions with PaxB, a Dictyostelium-orthologue of the mammalian paxillin,
which has been shown to serve as a scaffolding protein during development[163]. PaxB has been
shown to be important for cellular adhesion through the construction of focal adhesions.
Additionally, PldB and PaxB have previously been shown to interact physically and functionally
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during development[170]. It is possible that PkcA also interacts with PaxB, and through that
interaction is brought into proximity with PldB.
Another potential mechanism of interaction between PkcA and PldB could be through
their respective phospholipid interactions at the inner face of the plasma membrane placing them
in close proximity with one another. PldB acts as a PLD, hydrolyzing phosphatidylcholine (PC)
to produce phosphatidic acid and choline[120]. Phosphatidylcholine is found embedded in the
cytosolic face of the plasma membrane[17]. It is currently unknown whether PldB can directly
bind PC on the inner face of the membrane, but PldB has been shown to be associated with
cortical actin[170], placing it in close proximity to the membrane and potentially exposing it to
phosphatidylcholine. PkcA is predicted to have a diacylglycerol (DAG)-binding domain[139].
DAG is known to be produced through the activity of Phospholipase C during the initiation of
aggregation, and is found embedded in the inner face of the plasma membrane[17,48]. If PkcA is
able to directly bind DAG in the membrane, this could place it in close enough proximity to PldB
for the two proteins to interact with one another.
If PkcA and PldB do interact with one another to regulate development in Dictyostelium,
this would suggest an incredible degree of evolutionary conservation of this particular signaling
interaction. Thus far, PKC-family members had been identified from many metazoan animals,
and yeast, and were previously thought to have evolved first in the last common ancestor of
animals/fungi, as PKCs from protozoans had not yet been isolated[16,140,186]. Given that pkcA
is one of the first putative PKC-type proteins described in the Amoebozoa[139], interaction with
pldB would suggest that the PKC-PLD interaction arose soon after PKC evolved, since the
Amoebozoa are thought to be one of the earliest Unikont lineages[158,159]. This is supported by
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the fact that plants, which predate the evolution of the Amoebozoa group, lack any type of PKC,
while still relying heavily on PLD signaling[187].
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CHAPTER 5: PkcA interacts genetically and functionally with PakD

5.1

PKC-PAK Interactions
In the previous chapter, we demonstrated that PkcA serves as a positive regulator of PldB

during D. discoideum development. While this is an important step in describing the signaling
events necessary for the initiation of starvation and development, it does not fully address the
core issue. PldB acts as a link between the quorum sensing pathway and the cAMP response
necessary for proper aggregation and development. In order for development to occur, PldB must
be inactivated to allow the cell to respond physically to cAMP stimulation[114,120,134]. Given
that PkcA was shown to increase the activity of PldB during the early hours of starvation, it is
likely that there may be another candidate protein kinase serving as a negative regulator of PldB.
One potential candidate protein kinase is PakD, a member of the Dictyostelium
orthologues of the p21-activated kinase family of serine/threonine kinases (PAKs). In
mammalian cells, PAK signaling is known to be responsive to sphingolipids and phorbol
esters[88,89], similar to PKCs. Like PkcA, PakD possesses an N-terminal C1-domain[141],
which could place it under similar regulation as PkcA[139]. The developmental timing, and the
processes which PakD has been shown to regulate highly overlap with those of both PkcA, and
PldB, suggesting that they act within several of the same pathways. Interestingly, mutants
lacking pakD have the opposite aggregative phenotypes from those of mutant cells lacking either
pkcA or pldB; with pakD- cells entirely unable to aggregate at any density, in contrast to pkcA-,
or pldB- cell lines, which aggregate regardless of cell density[70,134,147]. This suggests a role
for PakD as a potential negative regulator of either PkcA, or PldB, regulating the entry of
starving Dictyostelium cells into the developmental pathway.
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5.2

Generation and characterization of hygromycin-based pakD- mutant cell lines
In order to determine whether PakD and PkcA act within the same pathways, we intend

to perform epistasis analysis, as described before. However, the previously generated pakDmutant cells were created using a blasticidin-resistance cassette to disrupt the pakD gene through
homologous recombination[147]. To circumvent this, we had a construct synthesized to replace a

Figure 20 PCR confirmation of pakD disruption (A) Schematic diagram of expected integration. 1kb sections of
the pakD gene (grey) were used to target, through homologous recombination, the Hyg R cassette (black) to the pakD
locus. PCR primers (arrows) were designed to simultaneously confirm both the presence of the disruption construct,
as well as proper integration into the pakD gene. (B) PCR was performed on genomic DNA from wild-type Ax2
cells, the pakD disruption construct (pakD-hygKO), and several selected isolates of either the (i) pakD-, or (ii) pkcA/pakD- cell lines. The presence of a 1500bp band indicates correct insertion of the disruption construct into the pakD
gene.
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Table 5 Low-cell density aggregation of pkcA and pakD mutant cells. Cells were starved in PBM at the indicated
densities in submerged monolayer culture. The field of cells was assessed for aggregation (+) or non-aggregation (-)
after 24 hours, using an inverted microscope. Partial, or substrandard aggregation (defined as where cells are
migrating towards an aggregative center, but have not yet coalesced into an aggregate) is represented as +. These are
representative of at least 3 independent assays.

portion of the pakD gene with a hygromycin-resistance cassette[160]. This construct was
transformed into both wild-type, and pkcA- cells, to generate either hyg-pakD-, or pkcA-/pakDcells, respectively. Disruption of pakD gene was confirmed by PCR analysis (Fig. 20).
In order to determine whether the hygromycin-based pakD- (hyg-pakD-) cells behaved
similarly to the previously characterized pakD- cells created using the blasticidin-cassette, we
performed both low-cell density aggregation (Table 5), and developmental assays on the new
cell line (Fig. 21). As before, the wild-type cells reliably aggregate to a density of ~56×103
cells/cm2, whereas the hyg-pakD- cells were unable to aggregate at any density tested. Likewise,
wild-type cells formed standard fruiting bodies after 24-hour starvation on either filter pads, or
agar. The hyg-pakD- cells did not aggregate, and so did not produce fruiting bodies under either
set of conditions. Both of these phenotypes were in concordance with those previously published
for pakD- cells[147], leading us to conclude that these cells were in fact disrupted at the pakD
locus, and that the change in selective marker did not behave differently than originally reported.
Henceforth, “pakD-“ will refer to the hyg-pakD- cell line.
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Figure 21 PkcA and PakD cooperatively
regulate development 1×107 pkcA-, pakD-,
or pkcA-/pakD- cells were plated on PBMagar (2% agar) and allowed to develop for 24
hours. Bar, 0.5mm. Arrow, pkcA- mound.

5.3

PkcA acts upstream of PakD during cell density-sensing
Both PkcA and PakD have previously been shown to act within the CMF pathway,

regulating the initiation of aggregation after starvation[70,147]. PkcA has been shown to serve as
a negative regulator of cell density-sensing. Disruption of pkcA causes cells to aggregate
regardless of the cell density, as though their quorum sensing is activated all the time.
Conversely, PakD has been shown to serve as a positive regulator of aggregation. Loss of pakD
results in cells which are incapable of aggregating at any density, acting as though their CMF
pathway is completely blocked. In order to determine their order of activity within the CMF
pathway through epistasis, we performed the low-cell density assay utilizing the pkcA-/pakD- cell
line (Table 5). The pkcA-/pakD- cells were unable to aggregate at any cell density tested,
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recapitulating the pakD- phenotype, and suggesting that PakD acts downstream of PkcA during
cell density-sensing.

5.4

PkcA acts upstream of PakD during fruiting body formation
Both PkcA, and PakD have been shown to have regulatory effects on development

independent of their specific effects on the quorum sensing pathway[70,139,147]. To determine
whether PkcA and PakD interact during development, pkcA-/pakD- cells were plated at high
density on filter pads, or agar, and allowed to starve for 24 hours. As with the low-cell density
assay, the pkcA-/pakD- cells were entirely unable to aggregate, and thus did not undergo
development (Fig. 21). This again emulates the pakD- phenotype, suggesting that PakD acts
downstream of PkcA with regards to fruiting body formation.

5.5

PkcA acts cooperatively with PakD during chemotaxis towards cAMP
Both PkcA and PakD have independently been shown to regulate chemotaxis towards

cAMP during development[139,147]. To determine whether PkcA and PakD act cooperatively
during cAMP chemotaxis, we repeated the under agarose chemotaxis assay described earlier
using the pkcA-/pakD- cell line. Wild-type cells migrated with a chemotactic index of 0.84+0.03,
a directionality of 0.69+0.02, and a speed of 12.33+0.80μm/min (Table 6), which is consistent
with previously reported results[147,170]. Cells lacking pkcA exhibited significant reductions in
their chemotactic index (0.33+0.05), directionality (0.45+0.03), and speed (7.82+0.72μm/min),
when compared to wild-type. Cells lacking pakD exhibited significant reductions in their
chemotactic index (0.28+0.06), directionality (0.36+0.03), and speed (6.95+0.48μm/min), when
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Table 6 cAMP chemotaxis of wild-type, pkcA-, pakD-, and pkcA-/pakD- mutant cells Wild-type, pkcA-, pakD-, or
pkcA-/pakD- cells were starved for 5 hours on filter pads before being collected and exposed to a cAMP gradient
with a maximum cAMP concentration of 10µM. Time-lapse films of cells migrating under agarose were taken, 1
image/min for 20mins. Individual cells were tracked using ImageJ. Chemotactic index equals cosθ, where θ is the
angle formed by the straight-line vector of the cell’s motion and the straight line up the cAMP gradient.
Directionality is the ratio of

𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡−𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑

. Values are means of at least 3 independent trials + SEM, in

which at least 20 cells were evaluated per trial. Asterisk represents a significant difference from wild-type (***P <
0.005), as determined by the t-test.

compared to wild-type, which is consistent with previous results[147]. Cells lacking both pkcA
and pakD exhibited significant decreases in their chemotactic index (0.10+0.12), directionality
(0.40+0.04), and speed (7.59+0.75μm/min), when compared to wild-type. These decreases
however, were not significant when compared to either the pkcA- or pakD- parental cell lines.
While these indeterminate data make it impossible to establish which protein acts first within the
pathway through epistasis analysis; if PkcA and PakD were acting within separate pathways,
independently controlling aspects of cAMP chemotaxis, then it would be expected that the
double mutant should be even more severely impaired. Given that the pkcA-/pakD- double mutant
is not significantly more impaired than either parental strain during cAMP chemotaxis, this
would suggest that the two proteins act within the same pathway.

5.6

PkcA and PakD act cooperatively to regulate cell-substrate adhesion
PkcA has previously been shown to regulate cell-substrate adhesion[70]. To determine

whether PakD also regulates cell-substrate adhesion, and also whether PkcA and PakD act
cooperatively to regulate cell-substrate adhesion, we performed a cell-substrate adhesion assay.
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Cells were allowed to adhere to the bottom of a glass flask for 2 hours, then shaken gently for 20
minutes and aliquots counted in duplicate to determine the number of adherent cells remaining in
the flask. After 20 minutes, approximately ~59.3% of wild-type cells remained attached to the
bottom of the flask (Fig. 22), consistent with previous results[70]. Cells lacking PkcA had
~29.7% of the cells remaining attached, a significant decrease from wild-type, consistent with
previous results. Cells lacking PakD had ~20.1% of cells remaining attached, a significant
decrease from wild-type. Cells lacking both PkcA and PakD had ~25.2% of cells remaining
attached, a significant decrease from wild-type. These decreases however, were not significant
when compared to either the pkcA- or pakD- parental cell lines. As with the cAMP chemotaxis,
we were unable to establish an epistatic relationship between PkcA and PakD from these results,
although these results suggest that the two proteins act within the same pathway in order to
regulate cell-substrate adhesion.
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Figure 22 PakD mutants exhibit defective
cell-substrate adhesion Cells were allowed
to settle in a glass flask for 2 hours, then
shaken gently for 20 minutes. Aliquots were
counted in duplicate to determine the
percentage of cells adhered in the flask,
compared to the initial number of cells
seeded. Values shown are means of at least 3
independent trials + SEM. Asterisk
represents a significant difference from wildtype (***P < 0.005), as determined by the ttest.

5.7

PkcA acts upstream of PakD during chemotaxis towards folate
Given their marked effects on chemotaxis towards cAMP, as well as the fact that in

almost every process investigated thus far, the phenotypes have indicated that PakD likely acts
downstream of PkcA, we sought to determine whether PkcA and PakD act together to regulate
chemotaxis towards folate during vegetative growth. We had shown earlier that PkcA does seem
to have a regulatory effect on folate chemoreception (Sect. 3.9). Cells lacking PkcA have
diminished chemotactic index towards folate, but their speed and directionality are comparable
to wild-type, suggesting that PkcA is involved in communicating folate reception from the cell
membrane to the actin cytoskeleton. Previously, it has been shown that PakD does not appear to
have any effect on vegetative chemotaxis towards folate[147], behaving similarly to wild-type
cells by these three chemotactic measures. As mentioned previously, regulators of developmental
chemotaxis are not necessarily universally applied to cell motility, or even chemotaxis, as a
whole[31]. In order to determine whether the defective chemotaxis observed in the pkcA-/pakDcells is specific to cAMP chemotaxis, or more generally, to chemotactic motility, we examined
chemotaxis towards folate as well.
In order to determine whether PkcA and PakD interact during vegetative chemotaxis
towards folate, we repeated the under agarose chemotaxis assay described earlier using the pkcA/pakD- cell line. Wild-type cells migrated towards folate with a chemotactic index of 0.65+0.03,
a directionality of 0.66+0.03, and a speed of 8.59+0.92µm/min (Table 7), consistent with
previous results[147]. Cells lacking pkcA exhibited a significant decrease in chemotactic index
(0.34+0.04), but retained both directionality, and speed that were comparable to wild-type cells.
Cells lacking pakD behaved comparably to wild-type cells in all chemotactic parameters,
consistent with previous results[147]. Interestingly, when pakD was lost in the pkcA- 75 -

Table 7 Folate chemotaxis of wild-type, pkcA-, pakD-, and pkcA-/pakD- mutant cells Log-phase cells were
exposed to a folic acid gradient with a maximum folic acid concentration of 1mM. Time-lapse films of cells
migrating under agarose were taken, 1 image/min for 20mins. Individual cells were tracked using ImageJ.
Chemotactic index equals cosθ, where θ is the angle formed by the straight-line vector of the cell’s motion and the
straight line up the folate gradient. Directionality is the ratio of

𝒔𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕−𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒆 𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆 𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒗𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒅
𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆 𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒗𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒅

. Values are means of at

least 3 independent trials + SEM, in which at least 20 cells were evaluated per trial. Asterisk represents a significant
difference from wild-type (***P < 0.005), as determined by the t-test. Cross(†) represents a significant difference
from pkcA- (P < 0.005), as determined by the t-test.

background, it restores the chemotactic index towards folate back to wild-type levels
(0.69+0.09), while both directionality and speed remained comparable to wild-type cells. The
rescue of chemotactic response in the pkcA-/pakD- cell line suggests that PkcA acts upstream of
PakD within the signal transduction pathway towards folate.

5.8

PakD acts as a negative regulator of PldB
Our previous results have suggested that PkcA and PakD act within several of the same

pathways, with PkcA likely acting upstream of PakD in most cases. We have previously shown
that PkcA is able to regulate the activity of PldB (Sect. 4.6). Given that PldB acts as a negative
regulator, serving as a connection between cell density sensing and the cAMP response[120],
combined with PakD serving as a positive regulator of chemotaxis and development[147], it
seems likely that PakD may act between PkcA and PldB, as a negative regulator of PldB. To
determine whether PakD is able to regulate the activity of PldB, we measured the PLD-activity
of developing cells. Cells were starved on filter pads for 6 hours, before being lysed, and the
PLD-activity of the lysate determined.
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There was no significant difference between the pkcA- cells and wild-type. The pakDcells exhibited a significant 3.4-fold increase in measured PLD activity when compared to wildtype (Fig. 23). This would suggest that PakD does in fact serve as a negative regulator of PldB
during development, as the loss of pakD results in an increase in measured PLD activity. The
pkcA-/pakD- cells exhibited a significant 2.7-fold increase in measured PLD activity when
compared to wild-type. Interestingly, this increased PLD activity was not significantly different
from either pkcA- or pakD- parent strain.
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Figure 23 PakD acts as a negative regulator of
PldB Cells were starved on filter pads for 6
hours, before being lysed and the PLD activity
of the lysate determined. Values shown are
means of at least 3 independent trials + SEM.
Asterisks represent a significant difference from
wild-type (***P < 0.005) as determined by the ttest. Cross(†) represents a significant difference
from pkcA- (P < 0.05), as determined by the ttest.
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Discussion
During the early stages of Dictyostelium development, the transition between starvation

into aggregation is dependent on the CMF-mediated release of the phosphatidic acid inhibition of
the chemotactic response to cAMP. During development, the major source of phosphatidic acid
is production by PldB, a Dictyostelium-orthologue of PLD. In order to progress through
aggregation, and subsequently development, PldB must be inactivated to allow for chemotaxis
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towards cAMP to occur[120]. Previously, we looked at PkcA as a candidate protein involved in
the regulation of PldB, however our work showed that PkcA serves as a positive regulator of
PldB’s activity, itself also serving as a negative regulator of aggregation and development (Sect.
4.6). Another candidate protein, PakD, was investigated due to its structural similarities to PkcA.
PakD, a putative Dictyostelium PAK-family kinase, has previously been shown to act as a
positive regulator of aggregation and development[147]. Interestingly, the aggregative and
developmental phenotypes of pakD mutant cells are the opposite of those of either pkcA, or pldB
mutant cells, suggesting an opposing interaction between pakD and either protein during the
regulation of quorum sensing and/or development. Given that PldB is thought to be the terminal
connection between quorum sensing and the response to cAMP[114,120], we opted to focus
primarily on the interactions between PkcA and PakD. Here we show that PakD acts downstream
of PkcA within the quorum sensing pathway, regulating the response to cAMP through
regulation of PldB activity.
Previous work has shown that both PkcA and PakD act within the cell density sensing
pathway during the initiation of aggregation[70,147]. Their phenotypes however, are opposed.
Loss of PkcA results in cells which aggregate regardless of cell density, while loss of PakD
results in cells which are entirely unable to aggregate at any density. It was shown through
epistasis analysis that cells lacking both PkcA and PakD (pkcA-/pakD-), behave similarly to the
pakD- parental cell line, in that they do not aggregate regardless of the cell density they are
plated at. Our data suggest that PakD acts downstream of PkcA during the cell density sensing
phase prior to aggregation. When allowed to develop fully at high densities, pkcA-/pakD- cells
again behaved similarly to the pakD- parental strain. These cells were entirely unable to
aggregate, and did not undergo development at all. The inability to develop despite the high cell
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density suggests that these cells are blocked in responding to cAMP, as though their CMF
sensing is disrupted. This is consistent with PakD acting downstream of PkcA, in that mutant
cells lacking PkcA are still able to form fruiting bodies despite their developmental delay, while
the loss of PakD prevents this from occurring, even in the pkcA- background.
Defective aggregation and/or development would be explained by disrupted chemotaxis
towards cAMP. It was previously shown that cAMP chemotaxis is regulated by both PkcA (Sect.
3.6), as well as by PakD[147]. Here we show that these proteins likely act cooperatively within
the same pathway to regulate chemotaxis towards cAMP during aggregation and development.
While we are unable to determine the order in which they act, the fact that the double mutant
phenotype is not more severe than either of the parental cell lines’ phenotypes suggests that they
act cooperatively within the same pathway. The reductions in both chemotactic index and
directionality would suggest defects in sensing cAMP and/or translating cAMP chemoreception
to the actin cytoskeleton. Given that these cells were entirely unable to aggregate, even when
plated at high density, this supports the idea that due to a disruption in CMF signaling, they are
severely impaired with regards to their ability to respond to extracellular cAMP. This is
supported by the fact that these cells behave as wild-type during vegetative chemotaxis towards
folate. In this case, the quorum sensing pathway is irrelevant, and as such the cells are still able
to respond properly to folic acid even in the absence of PkcA and PakD.
In addition to the chemoreception defects, the pkcA-/pakD- cells were also defective with
regards to their chemotactic speed. This could be due to a combination of several factors. The
disrupted directionality could indicate a disruption in the ability of the cell to communicate
chemoreception of cAMP to the actin cytoskeleton, which could result in diminished actin
polymerization, and thus reduced motive force. Additionally, we showed that these cells have
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decreased cell-substrate adhesion. This could potentially manifest as reduced traction when
crawling, causing further reduction in speed during chemotactic motility. Their reduced cellsubstrate adhesion would also result in a diminished ability to anchor themselves to the substrate,
resulting in a lack of physical support, preventing proper mound formation in the event of many
cells ending up at a high local concentration. This is likely a minimal issue though, given that
these cells don’t seem to aggregate to any appreciable degree in the first place, precluding any
potential mound formation.
Given that PkcA was shown to positively regulate the PLD activity of PldB (Sect. 4.6),
likely regulating cellular functions through PldB, we chose to investigate whether PakD was also
capable of regulating the activity of PldB. Our results suggest that both PkcA and PakD act
within many of the same pathways, with PakD likely acting downstream of PkcA in at least
several cases. This would place PakD in between PkcA and PldB, potentially serving as a
method of inactivating PldB, allowing the response towards cAMP to proceed. We showed that
PakD appears to act as a negative regulator of PLD activity during development, with PLD
activity increasing significantly in the pakD- cell line when compared to wild-type. In the pkcA/pakD- cell line, there was also a significant increase over wild-type PLD activity. This increase
however, was not significant when compared to either the pkcA- or pakD- single-mutant parental
cell lines. The magnitude of the increase in the pkcA-/pakD- cell line fell between that of each
individual parental strain. It is not likely however, that this is an “intermediate” phenotype
between the two parental strains. Given that all previous experiments suggest that the activity of
PakD appears to take precedence over that of PkcA, it is more reasonable to assume that the
observed increase in PLD activity is the activity of PldB in the absence of the regulatory
influences of either PkcA or PakD. In total though, these data would suggest that PkcA and PakD
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Figure 24 Proposed model of regulation of cAMP response by PkcA and PakD during development (A) At a
low-population of starving cells (≈low CMF concentration), the cellular response to extracellular cAMP is inhibited
through the production of phosphatidic acid (PA) by PldB. During early starvation, PldB is positively regulated by
PkcA. (B) When a large population of cells are starving (≈high CMF concentration), activation of the CMF receptor
results in the activation of Phospholipase C (PLC). This results in the downstream activation of PakD, which results
in the inhibition of PldB, allowing the cellular response to cAMP to proceed. The inhibition of PldB by PakD
appears to supersede the activation of PldB by PkcA.

control the initiation of aggregation and development by differentially regulating the activity of
PldB, thus controlling the response to extracellular cAMP (Fig. 24). This would mean that the
regulation of PkcA and/or PakD would have direct consequences for cells’ ability to progress
through aggregation and development.
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As far as bringing these three proteins together at the membrane, one major issue arises.
While PKCs are known to interact with both PAKs and PLDs in mammalian cells[52–
54,69,72,92,188], there is no biological precedent for PAKs directly binding PLD in cells. In
fact, PAKs are known to act downstream of PLD, with phosphatidic acid regulating Rac-activity
upstream of PAK, as well as directly regulating PAK activity[58,81]. PAK1 has been shown to
regulate PLD activity indirectly, through the activation of LIM kinase, leading to the
phosphorylation of cofilin, which then acts to regulate PLD translocation to the membrane and
activity[85,90]. In Dictyostelium, there are known orthologues of cofilin, as well as several
kinases which hold similarity to LIM kinases[17,141]. These may act in a similar manner,
allowing for a feedforward regulation of PLD activity by PakD.
The question then becomes a matter of how these proteins interact at the membrane.
Many of the phenotypes observed can be explained by the introduction of a fourth protein, PaxB,
one of the Dictyostelium-orthologues of the mammalian paxillin[163]. As discussed in the
previous chapter, PaxB serves as a scaffolding protein during development, being important for
the assembly, stability, disassembly of focal adhesions[163,170]. In mammalian cells, both PKCand PAK-family kinases are known to be important for regulating the phosphorylation states of
paxillin, which in turn regulate the multitude of different proteins which assemble on the
scaffold[91,150]. PldB has previously been shown to interact with PaxB at focal adhesions, and
in the cortex[170]. It is possible that both PkcA and PakD also interact with PaxB in these
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Figure 25 Phosphorylation site prediction of PaxB Predicted Ser/Thr-phosphorylation sites of PaxB using GPS
5.0. Prediction based on the consensus sequences of either aPKC (PKCζ, PKCι/λ), or PAK3, the closest predicted
mammalian orthologues of PkcA, or PakD, respectively. Highlighted sites correspond to Ser/Thr-residues
potentially phosphorylated by either PKC (blue), or PAK (green).

complexes. Phosphorylation site prediction of PaxB suggests that PaxB contains potential
phosphorylation sites corresponding to atypical PKC, and PAK3 specific consensus sequences
(Fig. 25)[164–167]. These are the mammalian orthologues most similar to PkcA, and PakD,
respectively[139,147]. It is possible then, that these putative kinases may be able to interact with
PaxB at these sites, thus regulating its binding interactions through phosphorylation of PaxB.
Thus, our proposed model of the factors controlling cytoskeletal dynamics during
starvation, and consequently, aggregation and development, is as follows. When Dictyostelium
cells begin to starve, they secrete cAMP into the environment[98]. At this time, PldB is active
and bound to the cell membrane, which acts to block aggregation and development through the
production of phosphatidic acid from phosphatidylcholine embedded in the cell membrane[120].
At this time, PkcA would likely be found associated with the membrane. This would put it in
close proximity to PldB, bound either to the membrane through interaction with phosphatidic
acid, or to the actin cytoskeleton[120,170]. PkcA could then bind to PldB, inducing further
phosphatidic acid production. In this way, PkcA acts as a negative regulator of aggregation,
through enhancing PldB activity and phosphatidic acid production.
When the number of starving cells is high enough that the local CMF concentration
surpasses its critical threshold, signaling events downstream of the CMF receptor result in the
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activation of Phospholipase C[120]. The activation of PLC leads to the cleavage of PIP2 into IP3
and diacylglycerol[48]. PakD may be activated by either PLC-produced DAG, or through PldBproduced phosphatidic acid. This would cause PakD to translocate to the membrane, where it
could join PaxB as part of either an adhesion complex, or proximity binding to the cortex.
Eventually, through some undetermined mechanism, the PkcA/PldB pair may also join the PaxBnucleated complex at the membrane. At this point, PakD and/or other proteins associated with
PaxB may induce PkcA to phosphorylate PldB, inhibiting PLD-activity, thus reducing
phosphatidic acid production in the cell, allowing for cAMP-mediated signaling to occur,
allowing for aggregation, and subsequently development to proceed.
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CHAPTER 6: Summary
Several members of the multitude of PKC isoforms present in mammalian cells are
known to play a role in intracellular signaling, and the regulation of the actin cytoskeleton. Here
we show that pkcA, a recently identified putative PKC-orthologue in Dictyostelium discoideum,
is involved in regulation of the actin cytoskeleton during development. pkcA mRNA is expressed
most highly within a few hours after starvation, suggesting an important role during the
transition from starvation to aggregation. In order for aggregation and development to occur, an
effective number of cells must be concurrently starving. The number of starving cells is sensed
through the activity of CMF, a starvation-induced secreted protein which serves as an indicator
of cell density. PkcA appears to regulate cell density sensing through CMF signaling, as cells
lacking PkcA will aggregate at much lower densities than wild-type cells, while cells
overexpressing PkcA do not aggregate at all. This suggests that PkcA plays a role in regulating
the initiation of development through negative regulation of quorum sensing.
Consistent with this, cells either lacking or overexpressing PkcA exhibit defects in both
their aggregative phenotypes and developmental timing. Cells lacking PkcA do not aggregate in
the ordered manner that D. discoideum cells normally do, instead loosely coming together into
disordered aggregates. These cells temporarily arrest at the mound stage of development, and
take longer than 24-hours to fully complete development. As before, cells overexpressing PkcA
do not aggregate at all after any amount of time, and as a result, do not undergo development.
The developmental defects seen in the PkcA mutant cell lines can be partly explained by
the combination of defects in chemotactic signaling and adhesion. PkcA mutant cells exhibit
severe reductions in both cAMP chemoreception, as well as cAMP-induced motility. These
phenotypes are further supported by an observed decrease in cell polarization in response to
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cAMP. The reductions in both chemoreception, as well as loss of polarity, result in a loss of
directional motion in response to cAMP. We also show that cells lacking PkcA exhibit decreases
in cell-cell cohesion, as well as cell-substrate adhesion. The inability to properly adhere to the
substrate results in reduced traction, causing reduced velocity during movement. Additionally,
the reduction in cell-cell cohesion results in a loss of streaming during aggregation, a less tightly
packed mound, and potentially longer developmental timing.
We also chose to investigate a number of potential protein interactions between PkcA and
PldB, or PakD, two developmentally-expressed proteins which have previously been shown to
regulate Dictyostelium development. PldB and PakD are D. discoideum-orthologues of the
Phospholipase D, and p21-activated kinase families, respectively. In animal cells, both of these
protein families are well known to interact with various PKC isoforms to regulate the actin
cytoskeleton. Previously, pldB has been shown to regulate development similarly to pkcA,
serving as a negative regulator of aggregation early on. Conversely, pakD has been shown to act
as a positive regulator of aggregation and development, the opposite phenotype to pkcA, and
pldB. These data suggest that there may be a functional interaction between pkcA, and pldB
and/or pakD. We showed a functional interaction between all three proteins, with both PkcA, and
PakD regulating the activity of PldB. Interestingly, they seem to act in opposition to one another,
with PkcA acting as an activator of PldB, while PakD seems to act as a repressor. Through
epistasis analysis, we showed that both PkcA and PakD act upstream of PldB, with the activity of
PakD likely superseding that of PkcA, with regards to regulation of PldB activity.
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CHAPTER 7: Future Directions
Here we investigate the functional characteristics of the putative Dictyostelium
discoideum PKC-orthologue, pkcA. We have proposed a number of potential interactions and/or
mechanisms of activity that could be addressed in the future. However, the first priority of any
future studies would be to insert an epitope tag into pkcA, to make visualization and/or
purification possible. Currently, there is no way of performing either of those techniques,
limiting any in-depth studies of the protein’s functions or interactions.
Once it has been tagged, the next most pressing question is whether PkcA functions as a
Protein Kinase C. It had previously been shown that something in the D. discoideum kinome is
capable of phosphorylating small peptides which correspond to consensus PKC-target
sequences[137]. This was one of the arguments in favor of a PKC-like activity in D. discoideum
prior to the identification of pkcA. Being able to isolate and purify the protein would allow us to
determine if PkcA acts broadly as a Ser/Thr-kinase, and more specifically if it is capable of
binding to and phosphorylating PKC-consensus peptides. This would be a strong indication that
it may act like a PKC. One of the other key features of pkcA is that it has what looks to be a C1phospholipid-binding domain, which could allow it to bind to diacylglycerol (or other
phospholipids). Having a tag would potentially allow us to visualize the protein through Western
blotting, which would allow us to perform phospholipid-binding assays to determine which
phospholipids, if any, PkcA is capable of binding. Not only would this elaborate on the
functionality of PkcA, but it would also shed light on some of the upstream regulation of PkcA,
potentially directly through PLC via diacylglycerol production[17,48].
An epitope tag would also open up the potential for immunoprecipitations, and
immunofluorescence. These experiments would help elucidate both the cellular localization of
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PkcA, whether it interacts with the actin cytoskeleton, as well as protein-protein interactions
during development. We identified a number of potential targets which PkcA may interact with
(Table 8), based on the cross-section of actin cytoskeleton regulators which are known to
interact with PKCs in mammalian cells, and have D. discoideum-orthologues which have been
identified. Some of these proteins have already been reasonably well-characterized, and may
already have methods of detection available. This would make identifying potential interactions
substantially easier.

Table 8 Potential interaction partners of pkcA List of potential interactions with PkcA based on actin regulatory
proteins which are known to interact with any PKC, and have an identified Dictyostelium discoideum-orthologue.
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